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PREFACE 

This report on productive uses of waste heat rep- of heat utilization applications with smaller integrated 
resents the results of an intensive effort over a limited utility systems is recognized as having significant 
time period to collect information on the subject topic. potential advantages, but these systems are not exten-
We recognized that within the time period allotted for sively treated in this report. The section on Considera-
this effort, it would not be possiok to include all tions in Implementing Waste Heat Use draws liberally 
relevant information on heat utilization, but an effort from ideas, discussions, and information presented at 
was made to present information on the primary The National Conference on Waste Heat Utilization 
identifiable uses. The work benefited from the experi- held in Gatlinburg in October of 1971 .* 
ence on the subject of a number of the contributing 
authors, and particularly from the many review com-
ments of S. E. Beall of ORNL. This report is confined 'Proceedings of the National Conference on Waste Heat 
to discussions of waste heat uses only. In the report, we ! ^ ™ ' ^ ^ J J : " n "V: ^SFT* TZT"i 

. . . . „ . . . . . , , Report Number CONF-711031. (Available from Dept. of 
address principally the use of heat rejected from large Commerce, National Technical Information Service, Springfield, 
central station electric generating plants. The coupling Virgin̂  22151.) 



SUMMARY 

Present steam power plants in the United States 
discharge as waste heat, energy equivalent to approxi
mately twice their total present electrical generating 
capacity (~300,000 MW(e)). Because this energy is 
degraded in temperature it is difficult to use. It 
represents a necessary, but unwanted, by-product of the 
ciergy conversion process for generating electricity. 

Because of the ((rowing quantities of waste heat 
discharged and the increasing national concern with 
energy growth, eneigy utilization and thermal discharge 
problems have stimulated an examination of methods 
for productively using energy presently wastec to the 
environment 

The productive use of waste heat from steam electric 
plants that substitutes for heat energy which would 
otherwise have to be generated, results in a net 
improvement in our efficiency of energy use, and in 
energy conservation. Using a steam electric plant to 
supply both heat and electricity improves energy 
utilization. It is important to note that improving 
energy utilization in this fashion may be as effective as 
improving electrical conversion efficiency. 

All energy ultimately appears as low temperature 
heat; indeed, low temperature heat has been aptly 
called "the ultimate waste." It would be wrong to 
suggest that waste heat is "used" and that after use it 
disappears from the environment. The term "utilization 
of waste heat" refers to the performance of useful 
functions with the heat before it is discharged to the 
environment. Even though all energy ultimately appears 
in the environment as heat, the energy may move from 
a highly concentrated point source to a widely dis
persed geographic area where it may be environmentally 
more acceptable. 

There are relatively few applications where serious 
consideration has been given to the use of reject heat 
from steam electric power plants. These include: the 
use of heat for food production in agriculture and 
aquaculture; the use of heat for urban and industrial 
applications; and the use in specialized processes. No 
one of these individual uses would be expected, by 
itself, to have a very significant effect on energy 
utilization and conservation at any single plant site. 
However, combinations of the various uses selected for 
a particular site could have a significant effect at that 
site. 

Agriculture 

Agricultural operations can use waste heat from 
power plants withoir' - '.icing electrical energy produc

tion. While these uses will not sol-e the problems of 
thermal discharge, they may, in particular locations, 
reduce- the impact of thermal effluents on the local 
ecology, cor serve energy resources, and be profitable to 
both the electric utility and the farmer. 

Thermal effluents from power plants potentially can 
be used in open-field agriculture to promote rapid plant 
growth, improve crop quality, extend the growing 
season, and prevent damage due to temperature ex
tremes. Water, used for both irrigation and iieaiing, can 
be applied through nozzles (spray irrigation) or ifcough 
subsurface porous pipes. With these systems the farm 
acts as a large, direct-contact heat exchanger for the 
power plant, while the utility provides irrigation water 
to the farmer. 

This heat is important for only a small portion of the 
year (early spring and late fall). During the remainder of 
the year, water is needed for irrigation, but not for 
heating. However, most power plants are sited near 
urban centers and most urban centers are in areas where 
rainfall is sufficient to obviate the need for irrigation. 
The long-term implications of waste heat applications 
for soil management, disease and pest control are not 
yet known. Thus the justification for the capital costs 
required for open-field agriculture requires careful 
study at each site. 

The use of power plant waste heat for warming and 
cooling greenhouses can improve crop growth and yield 
and reduce operating (fuel) costs by as much as 
$4000—6000/acre. This use appears especially attractive 
for large growers to locate near power stations. Green
houses may eliminate or reduce the need for cooling 
towers in certain instances. 

Research at the University of Arizona, University ©i" 
Sonora, and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory sug
gests that using waste heat for greenhouse climate 
control is both feasible and economically attractive. 
However, no large-scale field demonstrations or opera
tions are currently underway iu this country. 

Waste heat also could be used to provide optimal 
temperature control in swine and broiler houses. In 
addition to reductions in heat costs, savings in feed 
costs should result from improved feed efficiency under 
conti oiled environmental conditions. To date, no de
tailed studies have been performed to determine the 
technical and economic feasibility of such systems. 

The fraction of the total waste heat produced in the 
US. that might reasonably be used in agriculture is 
quite low, probably less than 10%. Additional study is 
required to determine the limitations imposed by 
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climate, geography, product marketing, waste heat 
reliability, animal waste disposal, effects of biocides and 
corrosion inhibitors in the cooling water, and consumer 
acceptance of products grown using cooling water from 
nuclear plants. These problem areas should be thor
oughly investigated before a commitment is made to 
large-scale agricultural applications of waste heat. In 
some "local" situations, agricultural applications seem 
'o offer significant economic value. 

Aquacukure 

The use of heated discharge water to improve the 
yields and productivity for fish and seafood species is 
receiving attention in this country and abroad. Basic 
data indicate that catfish grow three times faster at 
83°F ?ha-. at 76°F. Similarly shrimp growth is increased 
by about 80% when water is maintained at 80°F instead 
of 70°F. Though few experiments in thermal aquacul-
ture (the culturing of aquatic species using heated water 
to achieve near optimum water temperatures) have been 
carried out, studies indicate that maximum yield may 
be achieved in facilities employing flowing water 
channels where control is exercised over water tempera
tures. Control of dissolved oxygen and the buildup of 
wastes, as well as controlled feeding of a nutritionally 
balanced food will be essentia] to achieve maximum 
yields. The few operations conducted in this country 
and abroad have produced equivalent annual fish yields 
above 100 tons/acre. 

The v$t of heated discharge water for aquaculture will 
have essentially no impact on the total quantity of heat 
discharged at the |X>wer plant. The discharge tempera
ture, however, may be reduced somewhat by blending 
ambient water with the heated discharge water during 
the summer to prevent over-heating the culture facility. 
Unless fish wastes are removed, particularly in channel 
culture, water quality leaving the facility may be 
degraded in oxygen content because biological oxygen 
demand is increased and this in turn may degrade water 
quality in the receiving water body. Ameliorating these 
problems is technically difficult and costs for doing so 
have not been studied. 

The development of extensive thermal aquacultural 
fadities appears to have the potential for revolutioniz
ing the production of fish and seafood in much the 
same manner as has been done in the poultry industry. 
The economic potential appear* attractive. As with 
agriculture, however, the fraction of the total waste 
heat from power plants which is jsed may be small. 
This fraction would be sensitive to the growth in 
consumption of seafood in this country, and localized 

applications may be the first to evolve. Aquaculture 
may offer an answer to the major problem foreseen by 
th» seafood industry - a scarcity of supply from 
natural sources. 

Studies, to date, have presumed direct cooling sys
tems where discharge water from the plant would be 
used for agriculture or aquaculture en route to the 
receiving water body, but systems operating with 
cooling towers might also be feasible. Operating water 
temperatures with cooling towers are higher and this 
may increase the flexibility of operations. Water quality 
considerations, however, in closed cycle cooling tower 
systems will require careful attention in the design of 
such applications. 

Implementation 

The application of existing technology to the large 
scale use of waste heat requires the consideration of 
many problems of implementation. 

Most modern steam power plants discharge much 
more waste heat than may conveniently or economi
cally be used at one location, thereby presenting 
problems of matching the supply of waste heat with the 
demand. The investment in facilities at a single site to 
use all the waste heat produced would be very large, 
while the use of only a fraction of the waste heat 
produced may preclude an effective substitution for the 
cooling methods originally proposed. Solutions to 
problems such as these must be achieved before 
widespread ur of waste heat is possible. 

Utilities are concerned about how expenditures on 
research and development for using waste heat will be 
treated by rate regulating agencies. Questions arise on 
whether utilities marketing heat at profit will have to 
credit the profits against electrical production costs and 
therefore be penalized on their permissible electrical 
rates. The position taken by regulatory agencies will be 
strongly influenced by the specific arrangements be
tween the utility and the waste heat entrepreneur. The 
position taken by the regulatory agencies will affect the 
decisions of the utility on marketing of waste heat. Side 
benefits accrued by the utility, such as a reduction in 
heat dissipation equipment costs, may encourage the 
utility to offer heat at very low cost. 

The trend toward increasingly restrictive water qual
ity standards may affect the development of certain 
uses of waste heat. Imposing very low temperature rise 
limits in receiving water bodies, for example, may pose 
serious problems to developing a viable aquaculture 
operation. In some heat use applications, such as 
open-field agriculture, v/ater is consumed and in most 
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states water laws restrict the permissible quantities of 
water that can be removed but not returned to the 
water bodies. These restrictions may preclude certain 
uses of waste heat. 

The waste problems created by the use of heat for 
agriculture and aquaculture must b* examined and 
defined in sufficient detail so that the environmental 
effects do not negate the advantages gained by combin
ing the application of heat use with power production. 
Problems associated with animal waste from areas of 
high density animal production (cattle and poultry, for 
example) are well recognized. Little information exists 
on the waste problem from aquaculture facilities, but 
this topic should be carefully considered. 

Heat applications should be considered in the power 
plant site selection process. This may facilitate the use 
of waste heat and can effect the water use rights 
established for the power plant facility. 

The real and imagined problems associated with the 
use of heat from a nuclear power plant cannot be 
ignored. Food produced in or very near the exclusion 
area of a nuclear plant may be held suspect by the 
public. The degree of public acceptance must be 
determined. Even heat supplied from a nuclear power 
plant to an urban area may suffer from public skepti
cism. These and other problems need to be addressed 
before widespread use of waste heat will become a 
reality. 



AGRICULTURAL AND AQUACULTURAL USES OF WASTE HEAT 
M.M.Yarosh E. A. Hirst J.W.Michel B.L.Nichols W.C.Yee 

INTRODUCTION 

Few will dispute the importance of abundant energy 
in our national development. Through its massive 
energy capacity, the United States, with 200 million 
people, marshals the equivalent manpower effort of 100 
billion individuals. Abundant energy has enabled the 
production of goods and materials and the establish
ment of a standard of living which would otherwise be 
unattainable. Through inescapable byproducts, how
ever, the rapib <prowth of energy has had increasing 
impact on our society in ways that were previously 
unforeseen. One of these byproducts is low-temperature 
energy in the form of heat. We sometimes find this heat 
difficult to discard, and because of its low temperature, 
always difficult to use. 

The principal energy consumption sectors in this 
country include transportation, industry, residential 
and commercial uses, and the generation of electricity. 
Of these, the last is the fastest growing consumer. While 
our population doubles approximately every SO years, 
our consumption of electrical energy doubles approxi
mately every 10 >ears. 

A basic principle cf nature (enunciated as the second 
law of thermodynamics) is that ultimately all energy 
(mechanical, electrical, nuclear, chemical, etc.), when 
converted, appears as heat. For example, a nuclear 
power plant operating at 33% efficiency requires 3 
kWhr of nuclear energy to produce 1 kWhr of electrical 
energy. The remaining 2 kWhr appear as thermal energy 
in the condenser cooling water and are discharged to 
the environment. Ultimately, however, the 1 kWhr of 
electricity abo is degraded to heat. The energy supplied 
by the electricity may be used to operate air con
ditioners, water heaters, television sets, washing ma
chines, for industrial and other applications, and then 
appear as heat at these individual sites. Thus, even 
though the power plant is capable of converting nuclear 
and fossil fuel energy into electrical energy, eventually 
all the energy appears as heat. 

AvaiaUity of Waste Heat 

In modern plants electricity is generated with effi
ciencies ranging from about 33 to 40%, depending 
principally on the age and type of the power plant. The 
water-cooled nuclear plants presently being built have 
efficiencies of about 33%, whu> modern fossil-fueled 
plants are near 40% efficient. Projections for advanced 

gas-cooled reactors and breeder reactors show effi
ciencies of near 40%. Significant quantities of waste 
heat are also available from smaller energy sources such 
as those employed for industrial applications or small 
system applications as in shopping centers. Indeed the 
smaller system sources provide a means of achieving a 
better match between available heat and potential uses. 
Unfortunately, efficiency has been increasing only very 
slowly over the past two decades, so the waste heat 
produced has been increasing almost linearly with the 
growth in electrical generation; this is shown in terms of 
heat rate and efficiency in Fig. 1. 

Compared with other energy conversion processes, 
the generation of electricity is efficient. The internal 
combustion engine, for example, converts chemical fuel 
to mechanical energy with an efficiency of about 1 S%. 
Electrical generation, however, is carried out in large 
plants, and thus large point sources of waste heat are 
produced that must be dissipated at or near the point of 
electrical generation. 

Over the past two decades, the capacity of electrical 
power plants has increased significantly, as snown in 
Fig. 2. In 19S0 the size of the average unit placed in 
operation in the US. was only 48 MW(e), but by 1970 
the size of the average nuclear plant scheduled for 
operation was over 700 MW(e). Also the construction 
of multiple units at a given site has further increased the 
difficult task of handling th< large, but local, sources of 
waste heat. In 1970 the electrical generating capacity of 
steam-electric plants in the United States was approxi
mately 265,000 MW. These plants annually produce 
about 5 X 10' s Btu of waste heat. 

The generation of large quantities of waste heat at 
point sources requires the development of techniques 
for safe disposition of this heat. The traditional method 
of handling it has been to discharge it to a nearby 
natural or artificial body of water. When adequate 
cooling water is not available, evaporative cooling 
towers are used for discharging the heat to the 
atmosphere. Because of the increased size of power 
plants and the consequent increased waste heat load, 
adequate cooling water supplies for heat dissipation are 
becoming difficult to find. Commonly for direct water 
cooling, between 1.2 and 1.8 cfs of water is required 
per megawatt of electrical power generation. The 
amount is dependent on plant efficiency and condenser 
water temperature rise. Power plant sites of more than 
3000 MW of capacity are becoming more common. 
Thus for large plant sites several thousand cubic feet per 
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second of water elevated perhaps 20°F in temperature 
above normal ambient is discharged from the power 

Plant thermal efficiency is often expressed in terms of 
if* plant "heat rate," which is the number of BTlfs of 
energy required to produce a kilowatt hour of electric
ity. As efficiency Ureases, the plant heat rate de
creases. 

laccntivei for Using Waste Heat 

The discharge of large quantities of heat to a body of 
tteter nay alter the temperature of the receiving water 
sufficiently to cuvse unacceptable changes in the 
aquatic biota. As a result, increasingly stringent stand
ards on acceptable temperature alterations to such 
water bc-dm are feeing imposed by state and fedeial 
regubtkttK. 

Disposition of the heat to th* atmosphere through 
coo&tg towers may produce undesirable meteorological 
effects. Cooling towers also impose extra equipment 
costs on the plant operator and reduce plant cycle 
efficiency. Ultimately, of course, all net heat loss is 

transferred through the atmosphere to the ultimate heat 
sink - space. 

These factors have increased interest in methods for 
utilizing the rejected heat from power plants. The 
utilization of waste heat might, in some cases, afford 
the opportunity to reduce the adverse environmental 
impact of waste heat discharge, reduce the cost of 
handling thermal discharges, and will improve overall 
energy utilization. 

It is important to define waste heat and distinguish it 
from low-temperature heat. "Waste" heat designates 
energy which is so degraded in temperature that its uses 
are limited, and usually it is considered practical only to 
discharge it directly to the environment. Typically, such 
energy appears in the large quantities of cooling water 
used for condensing the steam discharged at the turbine 
in steani-electric power plants. Typical outlet tempera
tures for such cooling water are in the range 60 to 
95°F, depending on the ambient water temperature, the 
quantity of water circulated, and other factors. For 
.hose power plants that have evaporative cooling towers 
the outlet water temperature would be increased by IS 
or 20°F (i.e., to the 75 to 115°F range), while for dry 
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cooling towers ;» would be increased by 20 to 40°F (80 
to 135°F range). 

"Low temperature'* designates heat that has not been 
degraded to waste heat temperature level;;. For ex
ample, the extraction of steam from a turbine before it 
has reached waste heat levels permits utilization of the 
heat extracted for functions requiring higher than waste 
heat temperatures. Typically, low-temperature heat is in 
the temperature range !00 to 400°F. Utilization of this 
heat from ihe turbine permits better utilization of the 

energy remaining in the steam, but it also reduces the 
efficiency of the turbine cycle. Low-temperature heat 
r.iay be typically used in space heating and cooling for 
urban applications. The use of this heat will not be 
discussed in this report. 

Waste heat, as discussed in this report, can bt used for 
heating greenhouses and animal shelters, for providing 
frost protection in open-field agriculture, or to maintain 
optimum temperature for the culture of aquatic orga
nisms such as shrimp or fish in aquaculture. 
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At present, the waste heat from power plants repre
sents an unpurchased product. If this heat could be 
marketed, the power plant owner could realize an 
additional return from his operation. In view of more 
restrictive regulations on the discharge of heat to the 
environment, this might provide the best opportunity 
for both a .eduction in impact and in cost to the power 
producer. 

The user of heat might benefit from the opportunity 
(o purchase heat at a lower cost than is otherwise 
possible. In cases such as the heating of greenhouses, 
heating costs range from $4000' o $ 12,000 per acre per 
year, depending on the crop and the location. Energy 
costs of fuel vary fium 401 to $1.50 per million Btu, 
and the lower energy costs possible from the use of 
waste heat could provide for considerable savings. 
Comparable savings might be possible for other uses. 
Total integrated waste heat utilization designs for 
power plants would allow use of the heated effluent 
during the entire year. Even if heat were sold only 
during the winter, however, the savings to the power 
producer could reduce the "add on" costs which result 
from requirements to provide treatment of the heated 
effluent coming from the power plant. 

This report is intended to provide a survey of some of 
the possible uses for waste heat from steam-electric 
plants. The state of technology for use of this heat and 
the primary applications are discussed. This report also 
attempts to answer the more likely questions on waste 
heat use and provides references to additional in
formation. 

The methods described in this report cannot reduce 
the total thermal energy dissipated from power plants 
per unit of electricity generated. However, these 
processes can provide ways in which this heat can be 
substituted for the heat consumption of other energy 
sources. In this way energy and fuels can be conserved 
and thermal discharges reduced on a national and global 
scale. These processes may also permit the introduction 
of heat into the environment in a more acceptable 
manner and reduce other environmental insults. Though 
individual uses may be small, integrated waste heat use 
for several purposes could provide for better use of 
energy and increase the total use of the site. 

It should be recognized that no single solution exiits 
to the problems of waste heat discharge or to the 
increasing difficulties in finding sites for steam-electric 
power plants. However, under some circumstances these 
problems may be partially alleviated by methods 
employing heat utilization. No single method for heat 
use may, by itself, represent a significant outlet for 
waste heat. The total energy use (hence, energy 

savings), however, for a variety of heat applications can 
be significant. If it were possible to use only 10% of the 
heat rejected from the generating stations to be built 
over the next 30 years, the net effect would be to use 
more rejected energy than the equivalent in electrical 
energy generated today [-300,000 MW(e)]. On the 
other hand, it must be recognized that the economic 
utilization of large quantities of energy at low tempera
ture is a difficult task, which otherwise would have 
already been solved. The incentives for solutions to 
waste heat utilization have increased, however, and 
seem likely to continue to increase in the future. 

The opportunities that exist tor utilizing waste heat 
are just beginning to be explored in this country. 
Because it is important to recognize the role that heat 
utilization may play in the generation of electrical 
energy, this report summarizes the methods available 
and the status of their application. 

The use of low-temperature heat from electrical 
generating centers is not discussed in this report. 
Nonetheless, juch use also permits the application of 
heat energy in a manner which improves overall energy 
utilization and contributes to energy conservation. This 
energy conservation should become a national goal — so 
many people think. 

AGRICULTURAL USES OF WASTE HEAT 
In contrast to many urban and industrial heat 

applications which require heat at temperatures higher 
than is normally wasted from electric generating or 
other steam process plants, several agricultural uses 
(e.g., spray irrigation, soil heating, and environmental 
control of animal shelters and greenhouses) offer a way 
to use the thermal discharges without reducing elec
trical energy production. (For example, steam or hot 
water at 300°F is needed for the various urban energy 
requirements currently under consideration. If steam 
from back-pressure turbines is extracted at 300°F 
rather than at 100°F, the gross turbine cycle efficiency 
is decreased from 47% to 30% for a modern fossil-
fueled plant, and from 33% to 18% for a light-water 
reactor nuclear plant.1) Power plants with cooling 
towers are normally designed so that the temperature of 
condenser effluent is between 80 and I20°F; plants 
with once-through cooling operate near these tempera
tures much of the year but may discharge water as low 
as 55 or 60°F in the winter. In many locations these 
temperatures are high enough to provide satisfactory 
thermal environments for many plants and animals. 
Thus, agricultural operations which can be located close 
to the power station may truly be considered potential 
waste heat users 
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Spray irrigation and soil heating can be used to 
lengthen the growing season and provide frost pro
tection in certain regions. Maintaining animal shelters at 
the proper temperatures can increase growth .ates and 
feed efficiencies: this is particularly important for the 
smaller animals, such as poultry and swine. Greenhouse 
production of both flowers and vegetables is critically 
dependent on artificial heating and cooling, and the use 
of waste heat from condenser cooling water can 
significantly reduce fuel costs to greenhouse operators. 

In spite of these obvious benefits from the use of 
waste heat for agricultural applications, several poten
tial obstacles exist. Most important, the current level of 
agricultural production is such that only a small 
fraction of the waste heat discharged from po*er plants 
can be used profitably, and the projected growth 
patterns suggest that this picture will not imp* eve in th* 
future. In addition, the use of waste heat is strongly 
dependent on geography, climate, and season. The size 
of the greenhouse, poultry, or swine operation required 
to use a reasonable fraction of the waste heat generated 
by a typical power plant is an order of magnitude larger 
than any installations in the VS. today. However, 
several foreign countries do have greenhouse operations 
that could use all the exhaust heat from a several 
hundred magawatt electric plant. Future greenhouse 
operations in the VS. may be able to use the waste heat 
from power plants to replace the dependence on gas 
and other fuels which are in short supply. Such large 
operations, however, nay introduce new problems in 
management, disease control, and waste disposal. Also 
for some operation*, temperature control is not a 
controlling cost, and the lure of cheap (or even free) 
heat may not be sufficient to attract agricultural 
operations to power piant sites, rii ally, certain prob
lems may arise in coupling the power plant operation 
and the agricultural operation. The utility may be 
reluctant to have a second party on its cooling system 
or to obligate itself to supply the warm water from a 
nuclear plant where concern on the liability for 
radioactive contamination may be a problem. 

Nevertheless, agricultural uses of waste heat are 
sufficiently attractive, under certain conditions, to 
warrant serious consideration. While these uses will not 
solve the "thermal pollution" problem, they van, in 
particular locations, reduce the impact of thermal 
effluents on the local ecology, conserve energy re
sources (reducing demand for fossil fuel heat), and save 
money for both 'he electric utility and the agricultural 
operator. The potential and problems associated with 
the use of waste heat for open-field agriculture, 
greenhouses, and animal shelters are discussed in the 
following sections of this chapter. 

Open-Fidd AgrkuJtwe 

Throughout the history of agriculture, man has 
generally been at the mercy of nature and has adapted 
to or accepted the vagsries of the weather or climate in 
his particular area. Control of temperature in agricul
tural activities was initiated only recently and is still 
limited primarily to greenhouse horticulture and poul
try operations. The importance of environmental con
trol has long been recognized and studied, but the high 
cost of heat and equipment has limited its application 
to a few high-income crops. 

Considerable study has been devoted to the effects of 
irrigation water (and soil) temperature on crop pro
duction and, of course, to the technical aspects of 
design and operating teciiniques intended to rniniraize 
the temperature changes.2 It is, however, important to 
recognize that much additional work is required as 
evidenced by the fol* >wing statement, "Knowledge of 
how root temperature affects plant growth is woefully 
incomplete, partly because critical experiments are few 
and partly because of ignorance about root function.'*3 

The idea of using waste heat from power stations for 
agricultural purposes was suggested at least as early as 
1957,* but it v. only recently that several investigators 
have begun to study and evaluate the potential benefits, 
costs, and problems. As a consequence, tittle informa
tion in the literature is specifically directed toward the 
productive use of waste heat in field agriculture. 
Nevertheless the use of warm water for field irrigation 
through subsoil or sprinkler application techniques 
represents potential applications for the waste heat in 
discharge water. 

Incentives for Use of Waste Heat in Open-field 
Agriculture 

Both plants and animals respond to specific environ
mental conditions that are conducive to optimum 
growth. Although these conditions vary considerably 
among species and at different growth stages, it is 
seldom that optimum values are maintained in nature. 
One of the important variables influencing plant growth 
is the temperature of both soil and air, and although 
this discussion deals primarily with temperature, it 
should be recognized that m*ny other critical environ
mental factors interact with temperature and may 
require simultaneous adjustment as the temperature 
approaches an optimum level. These factors include soil 
moisture, air humidity, plant nutrition, and soil-air and 
atmcipheric-air composition. It is known that within 
certain temperature ranges, biologic activity essentially 
doubles with each temperature increase of 10°C, but 
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that too low or toe high temperatures are lethal to 
plants.* 

Potential benefits of temperature control to open-
field agriculture include the following: 

1. prevention of damage caused by tempen-ure ex
tremes, 

2. extension of the growing season, 
3. promotion of growtn, 
4. improvement of crop quality, 
5. control of some diseases and pests. 

Prereatioa of tcapuataat extremes. Perhaps the 
most obvious and the most easily adapted use of waste 
heat in the form of warm water is in frost protection, 
particularly to tree crops. Frost protection by sprinkler 
application depends on the "heat of fusion/' that is, the 
release of heat by water as it freezes. A critical factor in 
this technique is the proper management of water 
application to preclude limb or stalk breakage fro;n ice 
formation, which can cause losses that exceed the losses 
caused by frost. The use of warm water in the spray 
system can alleviate this problem. 

Warm water can also be used to cool plants during the 
hot, dry summer months when atmospheric humidities 
are low. in such a situation it has been demonstrated 
that warm water applied through 2 sprinkler system 
attains ambient temperature by the time it readies the 
soil surface.* Heat loss results from evaporation, cool
ing both the plants and the water supplied through the 
sprinkler. 

The use of warm water for the purpose of controlling 
ciop damage due to extreme temperatures, while of 
vhil agricultural importance, generally is required only 
a fev hours during a few days of a year. Thus, this 
application requires a highly reliable heat source which 
b used at a very low load factor, and would present 
problems in capital cost amortization, unless the warm 
water can be distributed through an irrigation system 
which would have been needed anyway. 

Expansion of the growing seaso* and promotion of 
growth. Temperature is one of the most important 
factors governing the germination of seeds. Germina
tion, emergence, and early growth of plants are inti
mately reiated to soil temperature. The effects of 
weather are probably more critical during germination 
and early seedling development than during any other 
stage of vegetation growth. Unfavorable soil tempera
tures at seeding time often produce a poor stand and 
consequently a reduced yield. Retarded growth of 
young seedlings may not only further reduce yield but 
also adversely affect the quality of the crop produced.7 

Favorable temperatures at the seedling growth stage 
may enhance growth sufficiently to provide the possi
bility tor producing two or more crops per year, and 
thus greatly increase farm income. Also, achieving 
earlier crop maturity can give a large marketing advan
tage, particularly for high-value crops. 

As indicated above, basic knowledge of the relation
ship of soil temperature to nlant grown is limited. 
Some literature is available on this subject, although 
much of it is related to plant growth *n the noneco-
nomic sense, that is, rate of net photosynthesis, total 
dry matter accumulation, time of (or percent) seed 
emergence, root volume, etc. There is, however, some 
literature that discusses yields. In ont experiment, rice 
(grain) yields were increased from 32% to 55% by 
increasing the root temperature from 18°C <" 30°C* 
Corn yields (sflage) increased by 68% when the soil 
temperature was increased from 12°C to 27°C, while 
for potatoes (tubers) the yield increased by 47% for a 
soil temperature change from 12°C to 20°C, but then 
decreased by about 40% when the temperature was 
further increased to 27°C* Table 1 summarizes some 
recent data based on field experiments by Boersma.1 ° 

While all yields obtained in these experiments were 
depressed by water shortage, the growth in the heated 
corn plots was particularly restricted by insufficient 
irrigation. Based on the observed rate of yield increase 
and past experience of corn silage production potential 
in this region, yields of 13 to 15 tons/acre of dry matter 
are considered attainable. Soil warming also added to 
the quality of the product, and the nitrogen content in 
the silage was increased. 

TaUel. lUsate of fiddexrenmein^ deafened to 
meanue the effect of W M M | the soil above Ms 

natntal fcmpiiatam (ref. 10) 

Yield (tons/acre) . t t a n 

Crop increase 
Unhealed Heated (%> 

Cora 
Slate 55 8.0 45 
Grain 3.2 4.3 34 

Tomatoes 32.1 48.3 50 
Soybeans, ssfaae 2.25 374 66 
Bosh beam 

First planting 6.44 7.80 21 
Second pbnting 3.30* 5.70 73 
Total 9.74 13.50 39 

"Conducted during 1969 neat CorvalBs, Oregon. 
*Dtd not manue. 
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Two crops of bush beans were jtrown in succession on 
the same area, but the second crop on the unheated 
area did not mature. The beans harvested on the 
unheated plots were extremely small and could not 
have been sold commercially. On the other hand, the 
second crop on the heated plots was of the same quality 
a* the first. Based on these observations, bean yields of 
12 to IS tons/acre, or more than fwice the unheated 
yields, are considered feasible. Ev?n higher yields 
probably can be obtained by jsing optimum practices 
and high density planting. 

Improved crop quafity. Crop quality is believed to be. 
in part, a function of the overall plant growth cycle, 
and therefore control of the environment over the 
plant's lifetime should improve the final product. Little 
is known, however, about the specific effect of elevated 
root temperature in commercial crop production.2 

Crop quality may not necessarily be increased, since 
plant production of certain materials is not assumed to 
be a single-valued function of root temperature over the 
whole range of plant growth temperatures. 

Control disease and pests. Cool sols tend to encour
age certain diseases, particularly in cotton, and coolness 
also adversely affects the quafity of the fiber. The use 
cf water heated above the temperature usually con
sidered hi the "waste heat" range, has been proposed 
for soil sterilization. For example, the golden nematode 
(and its eggs) are killed by 5 min exposure to water at 
125°F (49 aC). 1 1 With lower temperature exposures 
(105 to 110°F) it may take 20 to 60 min to be 
lethal.12 

Current Research Programs and Annexations 

The importance of soil temperature to plant growth 
has long been recognized, and research studies of this 
factor have been in progress since about 190S. A review 
by Richards, Hagan, and McCaOa7 summarizes knowl
edge of soil temperature as a biological factor up to 
1952, and Neilsen and Humphries extend this review to 
1966.3 An extensive bibliography (1152 references) on 
the general subject of sofl temperature was prepared by 
the U.S. Agricultural Research Service in 1964 (W. O. 
Willis, "Bibliography on Soil Temperature, through 
1963, VS. Agricultural Resources Service, Sec. 41-94, 
1964). The USDA is continuing to sponsor work at 
several universities and area experiment stations. The 
work at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Develop
ment Center on The Relation of Soil Temperature to 
Growth and Mineral Absorption by Plants1 $ is particu
larly pertinent, as is the work at Oregon State Univer
sity on Control of Soil Temperature with Reactor 
Coohng Water.14 

The states of Washington and Oregon have a number 
of programs investigating the agricultural use of warm 
water from power generating stations. Boersma of 
Ort£on State University has proposed the system shown 
schematically in Fig. 3 for utihzmg (and dissipating) 
power plant waste heat.1* This system includes two 
primary means for heat dissipation, sod wanning ami 
evaporative cooling. The power plant turbine-condenser 
water cooling loop would be a closed retire elating 
system giving up heat through a pipe wag to either me 
sofl and/or to water in the evaporative cooing basin. 
One use proposed for the heated water from the bass is 
for treatment of animal waste with algae production 
which, in turn, would be recycled as anhnal feed 
supplement. In the summer the waste stream could be 
used for field crop irrigation, and thus many nutrients 
could be returned to the soi. Alternatively the waste 
could form the basis for an aquaculture activity. 

In a current experimental project supported by the 
State of Oregon, the USDA, and the Pacific Power and 
Light Company, electric heating cables are used instead 
of buried pipe for sod heating.1* rVehnwnary crop 
response data are reported in Table 1. Based on 
projected yield inaprovesnent and double L tupping of 
some of the land, a benefit-cost analysis indicates that 
this system or modaf cation of it ming wirm water snay 
be extremely attrac ive. In an exaaaple analyzed, 
cooling water from a 1 jOO-MwYe) reactor power station 
vmas«uinedtoheatthesoflofla5000*cn:r*jniaadto 
provide the water for a 500-acre evaporative cooing 
system. 

In a separate program a 170+ae demonstration farm 
project has been operating for three years at Spring
field, Oregon, sponsored by the Eugene Water and 
Electric Board and ru&naged by Vitro (Division of 
Automation Industries).1- Primary enashaas in the 
experimental piugiam is on mahiation of the use of 
warm water (90 to 130*F, obtained from a nearby pulp 
and paper plant) for frost protection, plant voiding, and 
irrigation.' * In tests conducted over three ful growing 
seasons using heated waste water from the mdnmial 
plant for spraying of fruit and nut trees, no crop losses 
occurred from temperature dasnage (frost) on the test 
fields, whfle adjacent fields not being spayed suffered 
crop losses up to 50%.'* A conndrrabh aunvovemeut 
in maturity dates, yields, and ojuaMty of several fruits 
and vegetables has been denu>nstrated. 

afe^ajrn#nuMrUs>uw%j <pu^unvnovw' ejauw* nun y^*^*VnWw^wn> u H vvuennwawnwn^najnun) a^mjnwan> 

University to evaluate the potential bsntfiu to be 
derived from sofl warning and from irritvtion with 
warm water.17 The study '* in three parts, of which the 
first wiB assess and chart vrigs&fc land areas and then 
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cost-benefit ratios for irrigation. The second 
part of the study will predict environmental impacts of 
warm water additions to land masses. Part three will be 
a systems analysis' of an integrated multiple-use water 

Theoretical investigations are being carried out at the 
University of Arkansas to analyze the umuhaneous 
movement of beat and moisture in softs.'* One 
potential problem in heating softs with buried pipes is 
that as the soft temperature around the pipe rises, the 
soft dries out. The drying decreases the soft thermal 
conductivity and effectively insulates the pipe; this 
further reduces heat transfer. If the heating could be 

with subsurface irrigation, this problem 
be alleviated. The Western Washington Research 

and Extension Center is starting an experimental 
project to study subsurface heating and subsurface 
irrigation. This work is sponsored by Puget Sound 
•ower and Electric Company. 

Field experiments are being initiated by North Caro
lina State University at Raleigh to evaluate the use of 

waste heat for soil warming in the southeast section of 
the VS.19 This project has the objectives of de
termining the feasibility of transferring waste heat to 
the soil system without crop damage during the hot 
months and determining the extent to which the soil 
environment can be modified and plant yields increased 
during the cooler periods of the year. 

As part of the Tennessee Valley Authority's program 
on waste heat utilization, tests have been conducted on 
subsoil heating and irrigation to extend the growing 
season. Heating the soil more than doubled the yield of 
string beans on both irrigated and nonirrigated soils, 
and yields of sweet corn were almost doubled. 

Potential Probttu Areas 

Most of the incentives for controlling soil temperature 
and the resulting benefits are of considerable signifi
cance. A basic problem exists in the economic risks due 
to the undemonstrated techniques and crop yields on 
large farms over extended operating times; that is, the 
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overall economics have not been established, particu
larly with regard to the high initial investment where 
irrigation would not normally be needed. Also, long-
term testing may reveal problems in sol management or 
plant disease and pest control, although there is 
presently no indication of such problems. 

A significant question appears to exist in the breadth 
of application of waste heat from power stations for 
soil temperature management or irrigation. Most power 
stations are located relatively near population centers in 
areas of adequate rainfall where irrigation is only 
supplemental. On the other hand, many power stations 
are located in the higher latitudes where the sod 
warming feature could be advantageously used. Gen
erally, the western part of the UJS. is deficient m 
rainfall, and particularly in parts of the Northwest both 
sofl warming and irrigation appear to offer good 
potential for the use of waste heat from power plants. 

There are also problems in continuously utilizing the 
entire flow of warm water [a 1000-MW(e) power 
station would continuously discharge 500,000-
700,000 gpm] on nearby farms. However, even if the 
entire flow could not be distributed continuously, the 
careful selection of sites in regions of arid agriculture 
could benefit large farming areas. Since irrigation results 
in some consumption of water by evaporation and 
transpiration, the use of condenser water on previously 
unirrigated land might be objectionable. Such a use and 
its benefits would have to be weighed against the 
alternate choice of wet cooling towers and their water 
makeup and blowdown requirements, and the com
parison of pumping and piping cost would have to be 
determined for sod irrigation cooling. In the western 
states, the avaiabiity of water wjuld have to be 
determined, and legal restrictions would have to be 
defined.20 

There may also be questions raised on the direct 
agricultural use of cooling water from nucfear plants 
from the standpoint of potential radioactive con
tamination.3 ' Special precautions may be necessary to 
prevent this problem from occurring. 

Problems of power plant operation, refueling, shut
downs, and effect on the power conversion cycle 
efficiency have not yet been adequately analyzed, and 
additional costs or areas in which research is needed 
may be revealed. 

Conctassont 

While agricultural uses for power station waste best 
appear to be beneficial, especially for arid &reas where 
water quality standards prohibit the return of heated 

water to streams, the current state-of-the-art for open-
field use is quite limited. Most of the required research 
and development areas have been identified, and initial 
results are encouraging. However, areas in which work 
may be needed are: (1) induced power-station problems 
such as increased pumping costs, siting restrictions, • tc; 
(2) the economics of the total optittion, including 
marketing and projected price structure of agricultural 
products; (3) overall ecological effects; (4) additional 
legal restrictions resulting from the combination of 
power production and irrigation. Since several of the 
research and development projects mentioned are being 
sponsored by power utility companies, it would be 
expected that these problem areas are receiving at
tention, but as yet they have not been discussed in the 
literature. 

The utilization of waste heat for greenhouse op
eration has been suggested in several studies'*" trd 
papers23"'1* recently. Since an exclusion area is re
quired for nuclear power plants, it has been suggested 
that greenhouses might be constructed on this idle land 
adjacent to nuclear plants to use the waste heat from 
the power plants and under certain circumstances might 
conceivably replace cooling towers which would other
wise be required.13 In areas where the heating costs 
amount to from 10 to 30% of die operating cost (or 
$2000 to SI 1,000/acre) for greenhouse production of 
vegetables, the potential reductions at cost of heating 
provide a considerable incentive to develop large green
house operations in conjunction w.*h power plants. 
This arrangement would alow the use of otherwise 
wasted resources (heat and land) without reducing the 
efficiency of the power plant The increasing dufkurties 
in obtaining natural gas (a primary fuel for heating in 
greenhouses) provide additional incentive for looking to 
the use of waste heat for heating and cooling of 
greenhouses. 

Crop yield* can be greatly impiovtd through the 
utilization of heat, fn conttosed-environment glass or 
plastic houses, providing an added incentive for the use 
of waste heat. However, because tne amount of heat 
avalabfc from large power stations is so great, it is not 
nicety that the construction of greenhouses would be 
practical for the dhsipation of all the waste heat 
produced by the power plants being constructed today. 

InceatrvesforUauujWtaaelw^mCfriBhDmii 

The use of greenhouses for the culture of vegetables 
enables larger crops and crop yields (up to 10 times the 
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open-field ou'put) to be realized with small amounts of 
land area. In addition, the ability to culture crops the 
year round allows more uniform productivity and 
permits the matching of crop harvest with periods of 
high demand and high price. Providing plants with the 
optimum temperature can reduce the time required to 
produ'.e a crop and cm greatly improve the yield per 
plant. Optimum temperatures vary with the species. 
Vegetables cultured a', wzrm daytime temperatures of 
80 to 100°F and nighttime temperatures of 75 to 80°F 
include squash, watermelon, cantaloupe, and cucum
bers; those cultured at daytime temperatures of 75 to 
85°F and 60 to 65°F nighttime temperatures are 
tomatoes, peppers, okra, eggplant, and onions. At low 
daytime temperatures of 70 to 80*F and nighttime 
temperatures of 50 to 60°F, spinach radishes, cabbage, 
broccoli, carrot*, beans, beets, lettuce, and cauliflower 
are cultured.24 

Although many crops can be grown in greenhouses, 
the differences in vdue tend to encourage intensive 
production of only a few species. These include 
tomatoes, cucumbers, and lettuce. Growth curves for 
these three plants are shown in Fig, 4. The costs of 
prodvdng vegetables in greenhouses vary with location, 
but the largest items in the operating costs are always 
labor and fue l . 2 7 - 2 4 In Ohio,2* Itidugan,2' Illinois,27 

and Ontario,3* the heating costs represent $2000 to 
$ll,000/acre, or i0 to 30% of the operating cost 
(depending on location and crop species). With heating 
costs reduced, the profits may be increased, or more 
money may be available to pay for increased costs of 
labor or materials. The use of waste heat from 
steam-electric power plantt therefore apfjean p. rimsing 
as a source of low-cost heat for use hi greenhouses, 
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especially if the plants have cooling towers with 
wintertime operating temperatures of 60°F or higher. 

Commercial cultivation of tomatoes is usually profit
able with heat from fossil-ruekd sources at SI to 
$1.50/«ii:!ion Btu. If reactor heat at 20# million Btu 
were available, operating costs in some parts of the 
country could be reduced by $4000 to $6000/acre.3' 
Capital co»ts to deliver the heat from the reactor and to 
provide the necessary emergency heating are estimated 
at S28,000/acre (for each 100-acre installation), as 
compared with the normal capital investment in heating 
equipment of $ 15,000 to S25,000/acre.2 3 If the heat in 
warm water from power plants could be sold at 
201/milhon Btu to a 500-acre greenhouse installation, 
an operating profit to the power plant of $500 
thousand to $1 million/year could be realized.3' 

The extensive use of tjeenhouses in or near areas of 
high population density would permit supplying food 
to nearby markets at seasonably favorable periods. 
Labor is considered die greatest single problem in the 
industry, and it may limit extensive use of greenhouses 
in some areas.3* 

Current Qecafcouae Pnctkcs and Designs 

Current greenhouse operations employ either glass or 
plastic-covered houses. Recent interest in plastic-
covered houses results from their low capital and 
construction costs and their tax advantage.* Develop
ments in plastics and the use of twin-layer plastics for 
greenhouses have reduced the heating costs by reducing 
the heat losses through the roof. Wittwer notes that 
double-layer plastic houses require only % the amount 
of heat required for glass houses. Detaied discussions of 
greenhouse design are abatable in refs. 33-35. 

Greenhouses have been heated with hot water for 
many years by using radiators tr finned tubes. In 
addition, water is often used for cooling with evapo
rative pads and fans. Studies have shown that warm 
water in the pad and fan system, in conjunction with 
fumed tubes, can be used for both summer cooling and 
water heating.31 

The best documented studies of the use of waste heat 
in greenhouses involve the joint efforts of the Univer
sity of Arizona and the University of Sonora at Puerto 
Ptnasco, Sonora, Mexico.22 At Sonora the waste heat 
of diesel enpne-generator sett is used in a desalting 

'Aaaaol Matowaeat of me ikitir is m - p » - j f cert, ami 
the lower capital cost man* m tower awl «rta* turn, la sow* 
stain auntie hoaon ant not Uxt4 kocaw* dwy ant not 
rmneina' pen—wot tUmctmu. 
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plant and the growing areas of the ccntroOed-environ-
ment greenhouses. Environmental control is provided in 
the University of Arizona experiment by use of a 
direct-contact heat exchanger in which air is rorced 
through packed columns into which seawater is .prayed 
at the rate of 120 gpm Variation in flow rate is used to 
regulate the temperature. When warmer temperatures 
are required, the 94°F bkwdown water of the desalting 
plant may be used instead of seawater. In this system 
the humidity remains at nearly 100%, and the air 
temperature is close to that of the water passing over 
the packed-cohimn heat exchangers. Approximately 
20,000 cfm of moist air is circulated for ventilation and 
temperature control in the greenhouses. Warm water 
from power plants and other industrial processes could 
be used for such agriculture.24 

A preliminary feasibility study of the use of warm 
water for heating and cooling greenhouses in the Denver 
area was carried out by Oak Ridge National Labora
tory. 3 1 The study showed that the cooling tower 
planned for the 330-MW(e) Fort St. Vrain nuclear plant 
of the Colorado Public Service Company could be 
replaced with low-cost (relative to cooling tower capital 
cost) evaporative heat exchangers located in the green
houses.** For the design wet bum temperature in the 
Denver area (65°F), calculations indicated that the 
greenhouses could be cooled to at least 75°F in the 
summer by evaporating 92°F water (avauaote from the 
turbine condenser) with once-through air, the heat 
beun discharged to the outside. By recirculating the 
greenhouse air through the evaporative pads during the 
winter, the air temperature could be maintained above 
65°F with a 0°F outside temperature. In either mode of 
operation, heat dissipation is constant and **rufl load." 

In the ORNL design, water is circulated Hough 
evaporative pads as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Air passing 
through the pads is evamoratrrery cookd during periods 
of high ambient temperature and heated during periods 
of low ambient temperature. To maintain the humidity 
at levels under 80%, tuned-tube heat exchangers are 
pbrsd downstream of the evaporative pads so that dry 
heat could be added to reduce the air humidity. 
(Discusriora with plant pnysiologistsand horticulturists 
niggiil thai plants are mote prone to fungus and duease 
at humidities above 85%; hence the need for humidity 
reduction. However, the University of Arizona experi
ments have been with nearly saturated air.) The water 
returning to the condenser approaches the wet bum 

Colorado, OONKV of the oumt, urastr4 
stadv, tart tfcetc arc no ptaas to *mM 

of 
f a t a * ORNL 

faevty. 

temperature of the air daring operation, and the water 
heats or coob the air moving through the pad, 
depending on water temperature and entering air 
temperature conditiors. 

Figures 7 <uid 8 show the greenhouse arrangement. 
Except for the plastic sheet used for the attic to permit 
air recycling, the arrangement is fairly typical of large 
greenhouse u<ii!< that use evaporative pads for summer 
cooling. During the summer, air enters the greenhouse 
through the pads and exhausts at the opposite end. As 
outside temperatures drop, the discharge louvres close 
and force the air to recycle through the attic and 
subsequently through the evaporative pads. During cold 
nights the relative humidity of the air leaving the pads is 
nearly 100%, and the finned-tube heat exchanger is 
used to heat the air to reduce the humidity in the 
greenhouse to 80—90%. 

Table 2 gives the calculated air and water conditions 
for several summer operating cases, with evaporative 
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pads replacing the cooling tower of the Fort St. V-ain 
plant. 3 1 It was assumed that hot water from the 
condenser would be piped directly to the greenhouses. 
The flow rates expressed are for each 50 X 100 ft 
greenhouse. In all cases the range of the temperature is 
22°F, the same as for the Fort St. Vrain plant, which 
has design temperatures of 80 to 102°F. 

Table 3 gives similar data for winter operating 
conditions.3' Data for wind and sky conditions are also 
given in the table, and the relationship between the air, 
water, and roof temperatures is shown. The heat 
available from the Fort St. Vrain plant would be 
eno jgh for 2S0 to 300 acres of greenhouses. During the 
summer, water returning to the power plant from the 
pads would be cooler than would normally be delivered 
by the existing cooling tower and therefore would 
increase the efficiency of the plant during hot weather. 

Summer cooling conditions are favorable for the 
Denver area, because of the design wet bulb tempera
ture of 65'F. It should be noted that the water 
temperature from the pad approaches the wet bulb 
temperature of the air within 3 to 5°F. In areas having a 
high wet bulb temperature, the cooling effectiveness 
would be less than in areas with a low wet bulb 
temperature. 

While there are no large greenhouse operations in this 
country usutg low-level heat from power plants, experi
mental work is being carried out which could lead to 
krge-scak use in the future. As mentioned earlier, the 
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Table 3. Gfecafcoute conditioas for winter operation* (ref. i l ) 
Wind velocity: 15 mph 
Effective sky temperature: -100°F 
Greenhouse area: 200 acres 

Outside 
air 

Water 
flow 
rate 

(Ib/hr) 

Air flow tate 
'Ib/hr) 

Air temperature 
CF) 

Range 
of 

water 
temperature 

(°F) 

Mean 
roof 

Water 
flow 
rate 

(Ib/hr) 

Air flow tate 
'Ib/hr) 

Over 
plants 

Through 
attic 

Range 
of 

water 
temperature 

(°F) 
temperature 

Water 
flow 
rate 

(Ib/hr) 
Recycle Vent Over 

plants 
Through 

attic 

Range 
of 

water 
temperature 

(°F) 
temperature 

(°F) 

-30 44.100 153.000 j 72 72-65 66-88 1 
-15 44,100 153.000 0 76 76-69 71-93 IS 
0 44.100 103,000 0 80 80-74 75-97 26.5 
0 44.100 14S.400 4.600 72 72-65 66-88 21 
0 44.100 141.400 11.600 63 62-56 56-78 15 
0* 2M00 153,000 0 56 56-50 51-73 12 
ff 26,300 14S.4C0 4.600 51 51-44 45-67 8.5 

*D«ta are for each 50 X 100 ft greenhouse. 
'Emergency coadiUom: reactor shut down and an emergency heater being used to supply beat at 

the rate of 1.5 MW/aae. 

Umcffsity of Arizona and the University of Sonora are 
us&g heat from diesd generators to provide heat for 
greenhouses ?t Puerto Penasco, Sonora, Mexico, where 
creps Itave been grown at near 100% relative humid
ity.* » . i * j j jg success led to a request from the 
Sfeaikhdorri of Abu Dhabi for construction of a 5-acre 
facility on the island of Sa'Dtyat in Abu Dhabi, and this 
systent is now in operation.3 4 

One of *he unique features is the ability of the facility 
to conserve water through collection of the condensate 
which occurs on the plastic roof. It is reported that 
<ach 4600-ft 2 greenhouse will y**!d up to 1500 gal of 
jvater per day during periods when the exterior temper
atures are low enough to result in condensation on the 
inside of the plastic roof. 2 4 Since this is distilled water 
which c*n be recovered and used for makeup water, 
du/ing the winter there would be a potential recovery 
of water amounting t*> a 14.2 thousand gallons per acre 
of greenhouse per day. This water could also go to 
supplying the approximately 10 thousand gallom per 
acre per day irrigation needs of the crops being raised, 
and tc provide high-quality makeup water for the 
power plant cooling system. 

Although the ORNL feasibly study3' described 
earlier indicates that several advantages exist for using 
greenhouses to cool reactor condenser water, no p!ans 
exist to indicate that greenhousf s will be built in the 
VS. to use a suable portion of power plant waste heat. 
However, regardless of whether the power plant is 

cooled significantly, even a fraction of the heat should 
be an attraction :o a greenhouse operator because of 
low heat costs, furthermore, there are many industrial 
processes and cooling towers wasting heat which could 
be used in greenhouses at a small expense to the grower. 
Recently, an experiment was star:e4 at Oak Ridge to 
determine the actual operating performance of a pad 
and fan system for use in heating and cooling green
houses. Waste heat in the water from a building 
air-conditioning system is being used for temperature 
control in a small plastic greenhouse. Preliminary results 
thus far have revealed small differences between the 
theoretical calculations used in the feasibility study and 
the pad performance, but additional work is required to 
prove details of the system. The Tennessee- Valley 
Authority is planning a pilot test of the "Oak Ridge 
System*1 of heating and cooling in a joint TVA-ORNL 
program.3' 

Each of the systems mentioned involves the flow of 
water from the power plant to the greenhouse, where 
t .v water is cooled and ~*nt back to the power plant or 
discharged to surface rrs. The systems available for 
blending and controlling the water to maintain certain 
temperatures require conventional engineering. The use 
of greenhouses in series or parallel with cooling towers, 
cooling ponds, or other systems o u l d afford increased 
lkxibility for waste heat \iit. 

Although work is being conducted throughout the 
United States on design of greenhouses, greenhouse 
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equipment, and on growing methods, little work hav 
direct applicability to the utilization of waste or 
low-temperature heat from power plants ic. currently 
under way. Sufficient information exists to design a 
greenhouse system to use waste heat. However, the 
integrated performance of large complo is may require 
on-site demonstration facilities before many questions 
can be answered. 

Economics of Greenhouse Operation 

Incentives for the utilization of low-temperature heat 
from powir plants include the legal restraint* on heated 
discharge water to water bodies, the economic potential 
to the utility for the sale of heated effluents, and the 
reduction in heating costs to the greenhouse operator. 
For the nation, such use could result in some improve
ment in national energy utilization. 

The economic and marketing incentives for green
house products deserve some attention. Current green
house tomato production is distributed in the United 
States as shown in Fig. 9. Most production is in areas 
having high population densities and represents green
house operations of 5 acres or less, with an average 
being about 1 acre. 

The costs and net return for greenhouse tomato 
production are illustrated by the data in Tables 4 and S, 
which are for operations in the U .S . , 2 7 * 2 9 Canada, 3 0 

and ^reat Britain.3 6 Table 6 illustrates the investment, 
production costs, and returns for flower production.3 7 

In the data presented, the investment and operating 

Table 4. Approximate annual operating costs to 
produce two tomato crops per acre 

Illinois1 Labor S 4.800-6,720 
Fuel 2,500-3,500 

Total* S 9,025-12,700 

Ontario2 Labor $ 7,730 
Fuel 5,957 

Total4 $19,320 

Great Britain3 

Total4 $14,520-21,780 

'Courier (1965). 
3 Fischer (1966). 
3Sheard(1970). 
4 Represents total operation expense, not just the sum of 

labor and fuel 

OftNL-DWG 72-7421 

OftEENHOUSE TOMATOES, 4969 
S.M. WlTTWEft AND S.HONMA 
MCHI6AN STATE UNIV. PRESS 

Fif.9. Mafafm*hQmtUmM>iio4ad*gueuim North Aimtic*. 
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Table 5. Estimated net returns for 
for production of 1 acre of UMMtOCS 

Item Glass Semipermanent 
plastic 

Temponty 
plastic 

Fixed costs 
Operating costs 

Total costs 

Gross cost returns less 
direct marketing costs' 

Net returns to labor 
and management 

$ 8,175-11,150 

9,025-12,790 

$17,200-23,940 

$27,940-33,000 

$ 4,000-15,?00 

$ 7,325-9,050 

9,025-12,790 

$16,350-21,840 

$27,940-33,000 

$ 6,100-16,650 

$ 6,000-8,650 

9,025-12,790 

$15,025-21,440 

$27,940-33,000 

$ 6,500-17,975 

*Courter(1965). 
'Calculated for a production of 20 lb per plant, for total production from two crops per year, at 

an average price of $1.75 to $2.00 per 84b basket. 

Table 6. Greenhouse flower projection costs and returns 
by yean • Ontario per acre, 1966 and 1968-1969* 

tabor costs 1966 
1968-1969 

$31,076 
31,697 

Heating 1966 
1968-1969 

8.496 
9,941 

Total costs 1966 
1968-1969 

88,140 
85,744 

Net returns 1%6 
968-1969 

2,167 
3,252 

'"Report of Greenhouse Flower Production in Ontario -
Production Costs, Returns and Management Practices." 1970. 
Farm Economics, Co-operative and Statistics Branch, Ontario 
Department of Agriculture and Food, Chatham, Ontario. 

expenses to provide heat represent sizable fractions jf 
the total expense. 

An examination of the data from experiments at 
Puerto P e n a s c o 2 2 , 2 4 ' 2 6 indicates that annual yields in 
greenhouse culture are as much as iO times greater than 
for open-field culture; prices fluctuate, however, and 
the profit from a crop is determined not only by the 
yield and the value per unit but also by the expense of 
production. Fluctuation in the value of tomatoes is 
illustrated by Fig. 10. For the large-scale greenhouse 
facilities considered in the ORNL study of Fort St. 
Vrain,31 a proposed mixture of crops that might be 
raised was suggested and is shown in Table 7. Also 
shown are potential yields and crop value. 

Reasonable profits can be realized from large-scale 
greenhouse vegetable operation; however, current pro-

0.4 
ORWL-I DWG 72 -7423 

0.4 
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% 0.2 
u o < a: 
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u o < a: 
UJ 

% 0.2 
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i 
1 
t 
i 
i 
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Fig. 10. Avenge 

1963 1965 

for 

1967 
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duction costs are high and returns are unpredictable, so 
the risk involved is high. The operation of such 
large-scale facilities by integrated companies would 
reduce the risks. The companies could raise the 
product, own the processing plant, renovate the 
processing water with waste heat, and have their own 
market outlet. 

Evaluation and Sumumry of Use of Waste Heat 
for Greenhouses 

A principal advantage of using waste heat from power 
plants for gteenhouses is that it does not require 
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Table 7. Possible nurture of crops for 

Crop 
Days 

required 
per crop 

Yield per 
a 

crop-sere 

Crops 

year c 

Yield per 
acre-year 

Wholesale value 
per acre-year* 

Acres Total 
value 

Cucumbers 100 144.000 lb 3.6 518.000 lb $31,080 at 6d/|> 50 $ 1.554,000 
Eggplants 130 24,000 lb 2.7 67,500 lb 5.400 at 8t7*> 50 270.000 
Lettuce (leaf) 40 84,000 heads 

146 30.000 lb 
9 
2.5 

756.000 heads 
75.0001b 

37.800 at 5*/head 
9.000 at 12#VIb 

100 
50 

3,780.000 
450,000 veil peppers 

40 84,000 heads 
146 30.000 lb 

9 
2.5 

756.000 heads 
75.0001b 

37.800 at 5*/head 
9.000 at 12#VIb 

100 
50 

3,780.000 
450,000 

Radishes 30 40.000 bunches 12 480.000 banches 24.000 at SdTbunch 5 120,000 
Squash 105 2 2 3 0 % 3.6 80,000 K> 12,000 at IS4I*> 50 600,000 
Tomatoes 140 92,000 lb 2.5 230,0001b 25,300at lli/tb 100 2,530,000 
Flowers 180 40.000 plants 2 80,000 plants 20,000 at 251/pmnt 50 1,000,000 
Strawberries 180 40.000 ft) 2 80,0001b 17J600 at 22471b 50 

505 

880,000 

$11,184/100 

Projected average value: 
$11,184,000 

= S22,146/acre 
505 

'winter season, Puerto Penasco Exprnment Station, Sonora, Mexico. 
*1970 wholesale prices, mostly frot. U.S.D.A. Vegetables - fresh market, 1970 Annual Summary. (Acreage, Yield, Production. 

Value. These represent the amount received for outdoor crops.) 
cFor areas of the country having high fight intensity, low doud cover, and near uniform day length. 

modification of the plant and does not reduce power 
c^cle efficiency. The application is one of several 
options available for the dissipation of waste heat 
produced during the production of electric power or 
other industrial processes. However, if all of the 
commercial greenhouses existing in the United States 
today used waste heat, they would consume only a few 
percent of the heat being wasted from existing potter 
plants. Since the growth rate for power plants exceeds 
the present growth rate for greenhouses, it is question
able whether more than 1-5% of the total waste heat 
could be utilized by greenhouses, and therefore the 
primary incentives must be economic rather than a 
solution to the thermal discharge problem. 

Although a large amount of water would be con
sumed in greenhouse operation, water losses would be 
less than for cooling towers if the water condensing on 
the greenhouse surface were collected and returned. As 
described earlier, during recirculation in winter, most of 
the water could be recovered from condensation in the 
attic. 

In the studies at Puerto Penasco, 3 2 , 1 ' the closed 
environment itself greatly improved the yield* of a wide 
variety of crops even though relative humidity was 
nearly 100%. Most successful varieties were those 
developed in hot humid areas. Tomato varieties such as 
Floradd, N-65, and Tropic did well, while varieties such 
as Michigan-Ohio, Wolverine 119, and Tuckcrost-0 did 

not. Whether operation at 100% humidity is possible, in 
colder cloudy areas of the country and with other 
varieties, retains to be seen. High humidity at night can 
result hi the collection of water on the leaves of plants. 
This may result in growth of fungi and the spread of 
bacteria which are likely to be detrimental to the plant. 

During winter the greenhouse operator must depend 
on a reliable supply of heat. At power sites with 
multiple units the reliability of the heat supply should 
be high. During scheduled or unscheduled outages of a 
unit, heated water would be available from alternate 
operating units. Base-load nuclear plants with high 
reliability seem aptly suited to the greenhouse require
ments. Nuclear stations are equipped with a fossil-fired 
heater of 100 MW or more, which would provide 
additional reliability. In some cases a separate emer
gency heating unit would have to be provided. 

The use of low-temperature heat therefore represents 
a potential way of signifcantly reducing operating 
expenses and increasing profit for the grower. A very 
large greenhouse operation couW in turn reduce the 
capital investment and operating expense of the power 
plant operator by providing a substitute heat rejection 
system and a market for previously wasted heated 
water. Thus gains might be realized by both parties in a 
greenhouse operation large enough to use a sizable 
fraction of the waste heat from a power station, but the 
investment required would be large. For example, ghm 
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houses which usea one-fourth of the waste heat from a 
lOO-Mw ê) power plant would require a capital in
vestment of approximately $25 million and occupy 
about 2S0 acres. Although no such large installations 
are expected for many yean in the United States, it is 
reported that single operations of 2S0 acres exist in 
Hungry.* 

Ut'te work has been done to date on the evaluation 
of the market for greenhouse-prodcced crops at the 
scale necessary for using such massive quantities of 
waste heat. Most of the existing data are extrapolated 
from small-scale operations of 5 acres or less. 

Here are many unanswered questions concerning the 
use of waste heat from power plants. Chemicals such as 
chromates used for water treatment in the cooling 
water system might affect the plants in a greenhouse. 
Similarly, the pollen from the greenhouse couiti possi
bly affect the cooling system The determination of 
whether such effects will occur requires experimental 
studies. In the case of nuclear plants the real and 
imagined hazards of radioactivity must be considered, 
and public acceptance of products produced in such 
greenhouse complexes would have to be analyzed. 
Potential sources of activity in the cooling water would 
have to be considered and measuring devices installed to 
continuously monitor the water for radioactivity. 

The most difficult questions to resolve appear to be 
those of institutional arrangements necessary for the 
financing and operating of such an enterprise in 
conjunction with the operating of a power plant. The 
organization and training of the greenhouse operating 
teams, agreements with the utility on shutdown sched
ules, provision for auxiliary heat supply, and protection 
of the [tower plant coolants from loss or fouling are 
several of the important problems. If risk insurance is 
common to greenhouse operation, the degree to which 
it might be affected by coupling to a power plant for 
heat would have to be determined. 

All of these questions poim to the necessity of 
conducting research or studies to resolve uncertainties 
which now exist. Although engineering questions can be 
resolved fairly easily, these and the biological and 
economic questions require demonstration projects 
with crops in a greenhouse facility. 

Marketing data, legal restrictions, economic incen
tives, insurance, aH other questions need extensive 
probing before the lull potential can be ascertained. 
tabor is considered the number one problem.32 Prob-

'Personal communication, J. A. Damn (Voduuap En Vrejland 
N.V. The Netherlands) to S. E Beafl (ORNL), 1971. 

lems of providing the large skilled staff necessary for a 
successful operation must be investigated and solved. 

CbBCtaSMNB 

Adequate enginer.ing informaticft is available to 
allow the design and operation of a heating and cooling 
system for greenhouses utilizing waste heat from 
steam-electric power plants. Prospects and incentives 
exist for the coupling of greenhouse vegetable operation 
with electric power production. The principal un
certainties are in the marketing problems related to high 
production rates, institutional arrangements for 
implementing such a program, and the problem of 
public acceptance of the product. 

Presently there is need for detailed examination of 
the operation of a large-scale greenhouse complex in 
order to resolve these questions. 

Animal Shelters 

The feed efficiency (pounds gain/pound feed) and 
growth rate of some farm animals are strongly de
pendent on environmental temperature. Proper temper
ature control can decrease feed consumption and 
increase productivity. This is particularly important for 
small animals (with a large surface area to volume ratio) 
such as poultry and swine, and considerably less 
important for cows. Because the production of other 
farm animals (eg., sheep, goats) is small, only poultry 
and swine production will be discussed here. 

Poultry Operations 

During the past several decades, broiler production 
has become concentrated in fewer, but larger, farms.** 
A typical operation today might produce 40,000 to 
lOOjOOO birds annually. Broiler production has grown 
spectacularly in recent years, from 6 billion pounds in 
1960 to 11 billion pounds in 1970, an increase of 
80%.3* In recent years, broiler prices have decreased; 
see Fig. 11. 

Table 8 lists the eight leading states in broiler 
production. Production is heavily concentrated in the 
Southeast; almost 60% are grown in Georgia, Arkansas, 
Alabama, North Carolina, and Mississippi. The reasons 
•or this geographic concentration are probably related 
to low labor costs and a warm climate. 

"Eft-laying bens sre not ditnifd here because their 
lupujewentil thermal requirements sre to low. 
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Table 8. VS. 31 ( « W 

10* fc 
total 

Georgia 1,548 154 
Arkansas 1.410 14.1 
Alabama 1,235 12.3 
North Carolina 1,038 10.3 
Mississippi 774 7.7 
Maryland 680 6* 
Texas 597 5.9 
Delaware 521 5.2 
Rest of U S . 2,243 22.3 

Tota! 10,046 1004) 

Typical costs to the farmer of producing broilers are 
tabulated in Table 9, from ref. 40. ThH table shows the 
importance of maintaining high feed efficiency. Feed 
accounts for 62% of the total cost of raising bro&is. 
The figures presentfl in Table 9 are in good agreement 
with more recent USDA figures.41 

Poultry physiology. The value of a controlled environ
ment for broilers has been recognized for some time. 
Numerous experiments have been conducted *hich 
show that feed efficiency and growth rate can be 

improved by properly adjusting the 
humidity, and veatiktioa within poultry shatters. 

Barott and Fringse4**4 de-monslrated the i 
of tempessmie control for young dudes. Their expert-
merits indicate that maximum growth rates occur when 
the air temperature starts at 9S*F on the any of hutch 
and drops continuously to 80*F on the 18th day and 
65°F on the 32nd day. Figure 12 shows the effect on 
growth rate of changing air temperatures. 

Tests conducted in Maryland45 showed tls&t snaxi-
mum growth rate and feed efficiency occur between 60 
and 70°F for broilers four weeks of age and older. 
These results are summarized in Fig. 13. Prince et aL 4* 
showed that the feed efficiency was 11% higher for 
broilers housed at 65°F than for broilers at 45*F. 

Figure 13 shows that increasing the temperature from 
40° to 60°F increases broiler growth rate by 14% and 
feed efficiency by 11%. Tim niggali that proper 
temperature control can reduce feed costs (isnproved 
feed efficiency) and reduce per unit labor and capital 
costs (higher growth rates). 

This shows that broilers grow best when the tempera
ture is maintained within the appropriate temperature 
range, sssuming the humidity is mainlahwd between SO 
and 70%. 4*"** Adequate veutiankM is required to 
remove mownwe and odors, and to provide a uniform 

http://Hf.ll
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temperature distribution and adequate oxygen. Ventila
tion rates should be about 1 cfm/Ib in winter and 2 
cfm/V> in summer.5* 

CameattsMtCTeafpatteriag practices. A well-insulated 
home can cut fuel costs by a factor of 4 compared with 
an uninsulated house . 5 ' , $ 2 Research demonstrated that 
energy requirements per broiler ranged from 20,000 
Btu in the summer to almost 60,000 Btu in the winter 
with an uninsulated house for a full eight-week period, 
that is, from birth to market. These figures were 
reduced to 5000 and 13,000 Btu for an insulated house. 

Droiy 5 3 compared several different kinds (coal, gas, 
and electric) of brooders. Some were operated in a 
warm room, the purpose of which was to maintain 
comfortable conditions throughout the house so the 
chickens could keep warm with less feed. In cool-room 
brooding, only the area near the brooder is kept warm. 
The temperature in the rest of the house fluctuates with 
the ambient. 
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Under winter conditions, costs range from 4 cents/ 
bird with warm-room coal heaters (60,000 Btu/bird) to 
0.5 cent/bird with cool-room electric heaters (7500 
Btu/bird). In summer these figures are reduced by a 
factor of 3 to approximately 20,000 Btu/bird with coal 
and 2500 Btu/bird with electric heating. 

The use of evaporative coolers for poultry is still quite 
controversial. Drury, 5 4 in Georgia, expressed doubt 
that the operating costs of the equipment would be 
offset by the increased productiop. On the other ham), 
Longhouse and Carver* $ note that evaporative cooling 
is successfully used in Texas for broilers, where the 
wet-bufc depression is 20 to 30°F daring midday. 
Ota 5 6 pointed out that evaporative cooling can be used 
in the Southeast during the warmest part of the day, 
because then the wet-bulb depression is greatest. In 
almost all cases, dry-bulb temperatures above 80°F 
occur with wet-bulb temperatures below 6 0 ° F . 4 7 ' * 
Table 19, from ref. 47, shows the inside conditions to 
be expected with evaporative cooling. I f the inside 
humidity is to be maintained below 80% (a reasonable 
upper limit), then the outside relative humidity must be 
lower than 50% in order for evaporative cooling to be 
effective. 

Current design recommendations for broilers include 
proper ventilation, adequate insulation, and the u * of 

•The derfgn wet-bulb temperature it anally higher, around 
75*F. 
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TaMe 10. T< rettuve 
fort (wf.47) 

Relative 
humidity of 
outside aL 

Dry-boJb teaaperatnre of outside air (°F) Relative 
humidity of 
outside aL 85 90 95 100 

(%RH) Tb Tc RHc Tb Tc RHc Tb Tc RHc Tb Tc RHc 

20 65 68 72 68 71 73 72 75 70 75 78 71 
30 68 71 75 72 75 5̂ 76 79 73 80 83 73 
40 71 74 79 75 78 79 79 82 78 83 86 78 
SO 74 77 82 78 81 82 82 85 82 87 90 81 
60 76 79 §6 81 84 84 85 88 86 90 93 85 
70 79 82 87 83 86 87 88 9» 90 

*Tb = dry-b«M> temperature of 
ifisiiie the bidding; RHc * relative 

as it leaves the cooler; Tc = dry-o«t> 
of daffoMd air inside the 

brooders for young chicks. Installed brooder capacity 
ranges from IS to 30 Btu/hrbird, depending on 
insulation and geographic and climatic conditions. 
Summer cooling is usually accomplished with increased 
ventilation rates, although evaporative cooling is used in 
some locations. 

Swice Operations 

Hog production has remained fairly constant over the 
past several years, increasing only slightly from 96 
million in 19SS to 102 million in 1970. 3* Hog prices 
received by farmers have varied erratically over the past 
!S years, as shown in Fig. 14, ref. 57; however, the 
trend seems to be toward an increase in hog prices. 

Table 11 lists the eight leading hog-producing 
states,58 Hog production is very concentrated; 70% of 
the hogs produced come from the eight nwlwestern 
states lir.ed in Table 11. Production is concentrated in 
these states because of the availability of inexpensive 
feed, primarily midwestern corn. 

Currently, a large hog operation produces about 5000 
pigs/year. In the past, hogs have been grown in two 
annual shifts - a spring and a fall crop. Recently, the 
trend has been to year-round growing to make better 
use of the farrowing houses. 

Economic data concerning hog production is quite 
scanty. Table 12, based on information in refs. 59 and 
60, shows that feed accounts for 65% of the costs in 
raising hogs. Fuel accounts for about 4% of this cost. 

Swia* physiology. Heitman, Kelly, and Bond 4 1 stud
ied the influence of ambient air temperature on the 
growth rate of swine; see Fig. IS. The optimum 
temperature for hogs varies from 73°F for 100-ft) pit 
to 65°F for 250-tt> pigs. The growth rate drops oft 
sharply on either side of the optimum temperature a<d 

u. u& sa (197t) 

103 headoaianm 12/1/70 Percent of total 

Iowa 16322 24.2 
Wanes 7,468 :i.o 
Iadiaaa 5,129 7.6 
UOKMri 5,120 7.6 
Minnesota 3,692 5.5 
Nebraska 3,691 5.5 
Ohio 2438 

2^02 
4.2 
3.3 

Rest of US. 21.078 31.1 
Total IV7.540 100.0 

12. 
**• 

Dohrs/hof 
sold 

Percent of 
tola! cost 

Btiidiwas, equspmeiit 
Feed 
Labor 
Fad 
Veterinary medicine. 

$ 3.60 
13.00 
1.60 
080 
1.00 

18 
65 
8 
4 
5 

Total cost $20.00 100 

even becomes negative at high temperatures. For 
example, above 95°F larger pigs begin to lose weight. 
This occurs because of depressed appetites and in
creased respiration. The growth rate of a 2 0 0 * pig 
decreases by 33% if the temperature is mors than 13°F 
higher or lower than the optimum (69°F). 

Warwick,*1 Sorensen,** and Mangold et a l . " present 
results which confirm H< Oman's data and show that the 
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temperatures for optimum feed efficiency are nearly 
identical to the temperatures foi maximum growth rate. 
These results are well summarized in Figs. 16 and 17, 
from Dale.*5 Figure 16 shows that the optimum 
temperature for feed efficiency decreases with in
creasing hog weight, in agreement with the data shown 
in Fig. 15 for daily weight gain. 

Figure 17 shows how temperature influences the time 
to market a 240-lb pig. As the daily weight gain 
inciv..;-«, the time required decreases. Both the total 
feed consumption and the time required are a minimum 
between 60 and 70°k:. 

The effect of humidity un swine was investigated by 
Morrison et a l . " Ii» general, both feed efficiency and 
weight gain decrease with increasing humidity. Weight 
grit drops approximately 0.1 lb/day (~5%) with an 
increase in humidity from 45% to 95%. Despite the 
advene effect* of high humidity, the authors conclude 
that "evaporative cooling of hot dry air at the expense 
of increasing the iiuimdity is desirable, since the benefit 

of lower air temperature would mote than offset the 
possmly small detrimental effect of the higher humid
ity." 

For example, evaporative cooling of ambient air from 
90°F and 30% RH to 74°F and 70% RH will increase 
daily weight gain almost 60%. Thus, evaporative cooling 
would increase weight gain by mo.e than 0.5 lb/day 
under these conditions.67 

The optimum temperature range for pigs is between 
60 and 70°F, and the relative humidity should be 
maintained between 5(7% and 75%. 4 7 *" Ventilation 
rates vary from 50 -fm fo» a sew and litter, and 20 cfm 
for a finishing hog in winter, to 200 cfm for a sow and 
litter, and 100 cfm for a finishing hog in summer.9 * 

Current shelter ngjarrriag practices. Traditionally, 
environmental control in hog houses has been limited to 
ventilation and insulation. Several USDA publica
tions* *" 7 1 on swine shelters were issued in the late 
1950's and make no mention of supplemental i eating 
or cooling for noninfant swine. Infrared brooder s were 
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recommended for warming baby pigs, and shades and 
wallows were suggested for coou% «̂ gs in summer. 

More recently, supplemental beating Das been recom
mended for al swine in winter5* to improve weight 
gain and feed efficiency. Heater capacities of 2000 to 
5000 Biii/hr for a sow and litter, and 100 to 500 Btu/hr 
for a fuushing swine are suggested.5* 

Experiments f^rfonsed in Sonth Ca-okna71 using 
electrical strip heaters showed vu -&x*& (based on a 
year's operation) supplemental heating requirement of 
1400 Btu/ht for a sow and litter confined in the heated 
pens for 21 days. 

Shades, waflows. sprinklers, and drinkmg water offer 
considerable relief from high temperatures for 
swine . 7 3 - 7 4 Garrett et aL 7 5 compared the effects of 
mechanical air conditioning with those of a shaded 
water walow on hog performance. Whie feed effi
ciency and growth rate were improved with air condi
tioning, air conditioning is generally uneconomical; that 
is, the capital and operation costs of air conditioning 
exceed the value of increased weight gam. However, 
mechanical air conditioning is useful for spot coohng of 
lactating sows. 7' Coohng only the sow, rather than the 
entire budding, reduces the required capacity by a 
factor of 10. 
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Hazen and Mangold4* suggest that evaporative 
coolers are useful only in arid regions. Where the 
wet-b«l> depression is shght, evaporative coohng nay 
even be detrimental, because hogs cool themselves in 
warm weather by increasing evaporation through higher 
respiration rates. I f the humidity is increased, then hug 
respiration is less effective. These conclusions, however, 
conflict with the results obtained by Morrison et 
aL" -» 7 

Thus, current trends in hog production uie toward 
greater environmental control. Specifically, some form 
of supplemental heating (under-floor or hot air) is 
becoming increasingly prevalent for both farrowing and 
finishing operations. Protection from thermal stress in 
the summer is normally obtained by high ventilation 
rates, proper insulation, and drinking water. Neither 
mechanical air conditioning nor evaporative cooling 
appears to be widely used. 

Potential Benefits of Watte Heat Ui&zatjo* 

It is of interest to compute the fraction of waste heat 
produced by steam-electric power plants which can 
profitably be used for temperature control of swine and 
poultry shelters. 

Approximately three billion broilers were grown in 
the VS. in 1970.3 * Since broilers are grown year-
round, the average energy required to brood all these 
chicks can be taken as 10,000 Btu/chick for a well-
insulated house." Thus approximately 0.3 X 1 0 M 

Btu/year are required to brood all the broilers currently 
grown in the VS., using current data. With low-cost 
waste heat available from power plants, heat use might 

be higher since the economic penalty of providing 
optima* thermal conditions would be greatly reduced. 

Jhneson and Adkins77 estimate that S.3 X 1 0 " 
Btu/year of waste heat was rejected from power 
generating stations in 1970. Thus, about 1 * of the total 
waste heat generated could be sjed for raising broiiers 
- under current conditions if all the broilers were raised 
using waste heat from power stations. In the winter, 
broiler heating could use almost 2% of the waste heat 
discharged, but m the summer it could use only 0.5% of 
tins heat. 

Hazen7* estimates that 5000 Btu/hr are desirable for 
a sow and litter during a type ' Iowa winter. This heat 
week! be used for the equivalent of 50 days at the 
above rate. Assuming 5 million htters/winter implies 
that 3 X 10 1 3 Btu would be required for heating all the 
sows and titters produced in winter. This compares 
quite weO with 0.7 X 10 1 3 Btu suaysted by data 
obtained in the much warmer climate of South Caro
lina." 

In addition, approximately 300 Btu/hr are required 
for finishing pigs. Using the same 50-day full use factor 
and 50 miBion pigs per winter gives 1.8 X ! 0 1 3 Btu 
required for the finishing operation in winter. 

Thus, about 5 X 10 1 3 Btu/winter are required to 
supply the current winter heating needs of American 
hog production. This is 1% of the total waste heat 
generated and about 3% of the winter heat generated. 
During the summer, very tittle waste heat would be 
required, just enough to keep the litters wsrm at night. 
Pie thermal requirements of hog production are slight
ly greater than those of broiler production. However, 
broiler heat requirements are not so concentrated in the 
winter. 

The use of waste heat can reduce fuel bills and 
increase feed efficiency a»d growth rate for both hogs 
and broilers by providing optimal temperature condi
tions. A pad and fan system, in conjunction with a 
finned-tube coil (system described later), can provide 
both winter neating and summer cooling while, at the 
same time, cooling the condenser water. 

If heating costs SI /million Btu, then the maximum 
potential savings for broiler and hog growers are about 
$3 million/year (50.01 /broiler) and $5 million/year 
(51/hog) respectively. This assumes that 10% of 
American broilers and hogs are grown using free waste 
heat, before incremental costs are subtracted- Alternate 
computations of the fuel savings using data from »f fs. 
40,41, and 60 give figures in reasonable zgreement with 
those above. 

Thus, the use of waste heat for warming ar.imal 
shelters might save poultry and swine operators $8 
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mUbon/year m fuel costs based on cwrent fuel con
sumption figures. However, since current practice does 
not maintain optimal temperatures, the potential 
savings may be higher than indicated here because of 
improved feed efficiency and increased growth rates. 
Feed accounts for over 60% of the total cost in both 
broiler and swine operations.4••*' *5* 

For example, ref. 45 shows that increasing the 
ambient temperature from 60° to 70°F increases the 
feed efficiency for broilers by at least 0.0S lb-feed/lb-
gain. With feed at $0.0S/R> (and production of 11 
bihon pounds of broilers annually) this represents a 
savings of S2.7 million/year (SO-0075/broikr) when 
apphed to 10% of broiler production. 

Similarly, increasing the air temperature from 60° to 
65°F for swine reduces the total feed consumed by 20 
fc/hog*5 see Fig. 17. This represents a savings of S7 
million/year (S0.70/hog) with feed at S0.03S/R) and 
production of 100 million hogs annually. Again, a 10% 
application factor is used. Thus, even slight changes in 
ambient temperature can significantly reduce feed 
costs. 

The Evaporative Pad and Fa* System 

The system envisioned for heating and cooling animal 
shelters involves the use of conventional pad and fan 
systems with finned-tube coils; see Fig. 7 and the 
discussion on greenhouses in this report. Pad and fan 
systems are currently used in many greenhouses and in 
some poultry and swine operations for cooling pur
poses. The pad and finned-tube system used in the 
ORNL experimental greenhouse is shewn in Figs. 6 and 
8. 

The pads (see Fig. 5) are typically filled with a 
semipermanent fibrous material Condenser cooling 
water flows onto the pads from a trough at the top and 
drips vertically down along the fibers. Air flows 
horizontally across the pads and is heated or cooled 
depending or. the ratio of sensible to latent heat 
transfer. The cooled water is collected at the bottom of 
the pads and in a closed system would be pumped back 
to the condensers. 

Warm water from the condenser may also be pumped 
through the finned-tube coils, located downstream of 
the pads.* The air coining from the pads is heated and 
dried by the transfer of sensible heat across the fins. By 
varying the relative fractions of water pumped through 
the pads and the coils and the air flow rate, the 

•Alternately, the warm water could be run through pipes 
embedded in the floor of the shelter. 

temperature and humidity of the air entering the animal 
sheher can be adjusted over wide ranges. This system 
can b* used for both summer coohng and winter 
heatin? The heated (or cooled) air passes through the 
house and out .he other end through exhaust fans. 
Automatically controlled louvers would permit recircu
lation under conditions of extreme cold. 

W»th this system the environment within the animal 
shelter can be maintained near the optimum. Simul
taneously, the power plant condenser water is cooled, 
approaching the ambient wet-bum temperature. Thus, 
the animal shelter serves as a horizontal cooung tower. 
The engineering detail? of this system are described by 
Bea0 and Samuels.3' 

A significant obstacle to the use of waste heat for 
animal shelters b insufficient knowledge. Further 
studies are needed to determine the technical and 
economic fea-iHity and desirabiity of such a system. 

Using cutieut figures, brouer nouses and swine shel
ters could use ahoct 2% o*" the total waste hea! 
generated at steam-electric power plants if al present 
animals were raised using such heat. The generation of 
electricity has been doubling every ten years for the 
past several decades and will probably continue to do so 
for some time. The growth rate in swine production is 
considerably lower, only a few percent per decade. 
Broiler production has increased rapidly, about 80% 
during the past decade. However, this growth rate is 
also slower than the growth in electrical generation. 
Thus, it appears that in the future, animal shelters wiB 
require an even smaller fraction of the waste heat 
generated - assunrng current trends continue. 

Geographic concentration is another factor which 
may inhabit the use of waste heat for animal shelters. 
Hog production is very concentrated in the Midwest, 
and broiler production is concentrated in the Southeast. 
Power plants in these areas may be able to couple their 
operations with agricultural enterprises, but throughout 
most of the country, broiler and swine production are 
so low that they will be unable to use more than a small 
fraction of the power pbnt waste heat. However, it is 
possible that the hire of cheap (even free) ..eat may 
induce broiler and swine production to shift geographi
cally. For example, New York produces only 0.1% of 
American broilers59 but probably consumes 5-10%of 
the total production. If the use of waste heat can lower 
production costs sufficiently. New York may be able to 
grow its own broilers. 

In order to minimize pumping and piping costs, the 
broiler and swine operations would have to be located 
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adjacent to the power plant (within iht e»ciuu>;i area 
tor a nuclea< plant). The waste heat from a IGU0-Mw1(e> 
plant is sufficient to brot̂ I almost one biU» >r> broilers a 
year or farrow and finish about 10 million hogs a year. 
As indicated earlier, a typical broiler operation cur
rency produces about 50.000 bird* annually, and a 
large hog operation produces about 5000 pigs/year. 
Thus, current operations are two ar three orders of 
megmtuJe tiy/frr tron would be required to use 10** 
of the waste heat from a modern power plant. 

Several problems may arise with large operations such 
as disease, odor, and waste disposal. a;*d these have not 
yet been resolved. In particular, waste disposal may be a 
major problem with hog operations. Cuftent legislation 
and regulations require hnproved waste ticatmem, and 
the resulting economic penalty may inhibit the develop
ment of larger operations. However, future techno
logical developments may ehniinat: this problem. 

Similarly, bog opci*;h>nt rehire a considerable 
amount ci land. Hazen'5 estimates that a 1000-hog 
operation requires about 30 acres. This includes hog 
housing, feed storage, and waste disposal facilities for a 
coMrolled-eimronment operation. Linear extrapolation 
indicates that 30,000 acres would be required to 
produce a million hogs/year (enough hogs to use 10% of 
the waste heai from a typical lOOO-Mŵ e) plant). 

The capital costs of the pad and fan and fumed-tube 
coil system phis the pumps and piping are higher th- n 
the costs of conventional brooders and space heaters. 
These additional capital costs must be compared with 
the reduction in operating costs due to the use of waste 
heat. In many locations (e.g., the South) the additional 
capital expenses may not be justified. 

The demands for heat in animal shelters are quite 
seasonal - considerably higher in the winter than in the 
summer. Yet it is during the warm summer months that 
thermal pollution problems are most severe. In the 
summer the animal shelter would serve as a horizontal 
cooling tower, with little advantage to the fanner. In 
fact, the high humidities and temperatures associated 
with this operation may be detrimental in certain 
regions of the country where the wet-bulb depression is 
small. 

Variations in electrical generation may seriously 
hamper the use of waste heat for heating animal 
shelters. If the power plant shuts down in a Jong time 
during a period when heat is required, alternate means 
must be provided for warming the chicks or pigs. The 
cost of installing a backup heating system mu»t He 
compared with the savings from the use of waste heat. 
This would not be a problem at muithinit power plants. 

Biocides and other toxic substances are usually added 
to condenser cooling water to prevent the growth of 

algae within the condenser tubes and accessory piping. 
Carry-over from the evaporative pads may be harmful 
to poultry and swine. 

During the winter, when air is being recirculated 
within the animal shelters, high dust levels may accumu
late on the pads and in the cooling rvater. This dus* 
buildup may block airflow, reducing heat transfer, and 
may also change the chemical quality of the cooling 
water sufficiently to aggravate corrosion problems. 

The condenser cooling water circulated through the 
pads in the animal shelter is cooled largely by evapora
tion. This represents a consumptive use of wster, 
amounting to about 2% of the total flow rate. In aria 
regions this water loss may be unacceptable. However, 
the water fosses are no higher than they would be wvw 
an evaporative cooling tower. 

Climatic variability is another factor which may 
inhibit the use of waste heat in animal shelters. Only 
certain regions of the country have climatic conditions 
suitable for the use of waste heat. The Midwest is a 
good candidate for waste hear applications, because the 
winters are cold and the summers are cool, with 
reasonable wet-bulb depressions. The Southeast, on the 
other tund, has warmer winters and » very small 
wet-bufc depression. So heai utilization will probably 
be minimal in the Southeast. 

Concern about radioactivity may make people reluc
tant to buy pork and broilers grown in a reactor 
exclusion area. This problem can probably be overcome 
with a suitable public education program. 

Figures 11 and 14 show the annual average prices for 
brokers and hogs over the past 13 years. Broiler prices 
have steadily declined, while hog prices have increased 
erratically. These fluctuations in the avenge prices 
show that broiler and swine operations are somewhat 
risky. This risk and the low return on investment may 
hamper the expansion of these operations into areas of 
waste heat utilization. 

Conchwons 

The use of '.vaste heat for environmewUi control of 
animal shelters has the potential for reducing costs and 
minimizing environmental impacts at certain locations. 
Potential fuel savings are about $8 rnilliori/year for the 
industry, and the potential reduction in feed costs are 
in the same range. However, various problems exist 
which might inhibit such uses. Studies are needed to 
determine the technical, economic, and environmental 
desirability of such a system. Research is needed in 
several areas to beuei define the problems and potential 
associated with waste heat utilization in animal shelters. 
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Technical questions concerning the actual perform
ance of pad. fan. and finned-tube systems remain. 
Preliminary work at ORNL suggests that this system 
can provide adequate environmental control in many 
parts of the country, but applications to commercial 
operations must be demonstrated. 

The problems associated with economics and manage
ment have not yet been addressed. Research is needed 
to answer the following questions: Can feed efficiencies 
be further increased or are current practices nearly 
optimal? What are the problems associated with very 
large Sroiler and swine operations? Are such large 
operations economically viable? Are the savings in fuel 
costs worth the additional capita! expenses associated 
with pumps and piping? How should the capital costs 
be apportion^ between the utility and the farmer? Will 
cheap heat reduce the riskiness of these farm opera
tions? 

if research suggests that such systems for animal 
culture are feasible and desirabk, then a pilot-plant 
program should be initiated to obtain field data. 
Ideally, the field trial should include greenhouse, 
poultry, and swine operations. In preliminary trials the 
size of the operation should be kept small, but in later 
tests these operations should be significantly increased 
to about 50 acres of greenhouses, 500,000 broilers/ 
year, and 50,000 hogs/year to reveai the problems 
caused by larger agricultural operations. 

Summary 

Agriculture] operations are capable ~>f using low-
temperature (waste) heat from pow<r plants without 
reducing electrical energy production. While these uses 
will net solve the thermal pollution problem, they can, 
in particular locations, reduce the impact of thermal 
effluents on the iocal ecology, conserve energy re-
souicei, and save money for both the electric utility 
and the farmer. 

Thermal effluents from power plant, can be used in 
open-field-agriculture to promote rapid plant growth, 
improve crop quality, control pests and disease, extend 
the growing season, and prevent damage due to tem
perature extremes. Water, used for both irrigation and 
heating, can be applied through nozzles (spray irriga
tion) or through a subsurface piping system. With these 
systems the farm acts as a large, direct-contact heat 
exchanger for the power plant, while the utility 
provides irrigation water to the farmer. 

Several research projects are under way in the Pacific 
Northwest to investigate the feasibility and desirability 

of these systems. Some additional work is being 
performed in the Southeast. 

This use of heat is of importance for only a few days 
of the year (early spring and late fall). During the 
remainder of the year, water is needed for irrigation but 
not for heating. However, inost power plants are sited 
near urban centers where rainfall is sufficient to obviate 
the need for irrigation. Also, the long-term implications 
of waste heat applications for soil management and 
disease and pest control are w>\ yet known. 

The use of power plant waste heat for warming and 
cooling greenhouses can improve crop growth and yield 
while reducing operating (fuel) costs by as much as 
$4000 to S6000/acre. With approximately 7000 aces 
of greenhouse production today, this represents a ictal 
potential saving in fuel costs of $28 to $42 million 
annually on a national basis (10 to 30% of operating 
costs). 

Research at the University of Arizona, University of 
Sonora, and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory sug
gests that using waste heat for greenhouse climate 
control is both feasible and economically attractive. 
However, no large-scale field operations are currently 
underway. 

Waste heat can be used to provide optimal tempera
ture control in swine and broiler houses. Fuel costs 
could be reduced by $8 million annually on a national 
oasis. Additional savings in feed costs may result from 
improved feed efficiency under controlled environ
mental conditions. 

Additional study is required to determine the limita
tions imposed on agricultural uses by climate, geog
raphy, product marketing, waste heat reliability, effects 
of biocides and corrosion inhibitors in the cooling 
water, and consumer acceptance of products grown 
using cooling water from nuclear plants. 

It is essential that these problem areas be thoroughly 
investigated before a commitment is made to large-scale 
agricultural applications of waste heat. 
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AQUACULTURAL USES OF WASTE HEAT 

Aquacuhure.is an ancient art. It has been practiced 
for centuries in the Orient, particularly in the tropical 
and subtropical areas where framers raised fish in 
flooded rice fields to provide a protein supplement to 
their basic grain diet.1 *2 Yet the practice is aho a new 
technology, A few fish species have been intensively 
cultivated in controlled environments, and yields of 
these species have been enhanced by the degree of 
management exercised over the operation.3,4 in pond 
culture, for example, with nitrogen and phosphorus 
fertilization, yields for carp are 100-600 Ib/acre-year at 
it*tfS in Israel and Southeast Asia. With supplemental 
deeding, these yields increased to 1600-2400 lb/acre-
year. Most impressive of all are the yields in running-
water culture with intensive feeding as practiced by the 
Japanese. Yields of 0.8-0.3 million ib/acre-year for 
carp have been obtained.5 Catfish culture in ponds 
under senicontrolled conditions may yield 2000 
ib/acre-year,* while yields as high as 2 million lb/acre-
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year for catfish and trout might be achievable in 
intensive culture in a flowing stream with a relatively 
high degree of environmental control.7 By contrast, 
fishing for wild species on the continental shelf by 
trawbng and purse seining may yield only 20 fc/acre-
year.* 

Aquacuhure is more lice farming, whereas fishing is 
tike hunting. ' Tiile yields from aquacuhure cannot be 
compared witn yields from fishing for wild species, the 
contrast provides an imjght into the potential fbv 
aquacuhure in supplying future fish denands. 

The methods described above are all seasonal activi
ties. No attempt is made to maintain tl*s temperature of 
the culture system in the optimum range for growth. 
Yet basic data on fish growth indicate the potential 
benefits of maintaining optimum temperature (Fig. 18)-
For example, shrimp growth1* is increased by 80% 
when water is maintained at 80°F instead of 70°F, and 
catfish1' grow three times faster at 83°F than at 76°F. 
Growth of both both aquatic species benefits appre
ciably more from temperature control than does growth 
of animals such as broilers, cows, and swine. 

ORNL-OfRS 70-47M* 

Fig, 18. Effect of toneentavt on aowtn or araoactin* 4t feed 

Heated discharge water from steam power plants, 
represents a large cTiermal energy source for auuntaaeiag 
the temperature of a culture medium in a range that it 
optimum for the growth of some aquatic species. Abo, 
electricity is available for punaping power, pernattiag 
greater environmental control over the water system. 
Thus, thermal aquacukwe at power plant sates offcrs 
the potential of prodaciaf hajh^anaaly acparic foods 
oontinuouiry in some locations, and the aonvnaaty of 
decreasing the pi*arm high variabaaty in avaaabfc 
supply due to the seasonality of sach proaace. 

Teaaoerature coatiol atone, however, is aot safraciaat 
for optimal prodactioa of aquatic species. Dttaotved 
crcyaea contest, biologies! oxygen dessasd of the 
culture system, fish waste control, and aalritinaal 
adequacy of the food diet are some of the other 
important variables that aho influence yield. 

MethaatUbedmMCatraee 

Of the 2500 known fish species, les than 1% of them 
have been successfuly cultured at a l , tad probably leas 
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dan 0.5% of them have been intensively cultured as in 
aaJaad haufraadry.*'4 fhe simplest operation is pond 
entente,1 hi which fiwnoi—cul control is quite 
hailed and variable. Here fish are shnpiy stocked in a 
hody of water. At low stocking rater (hundreds of 
pounds per acre), fish can exist on aatwal food in the 
water. As the ttodoag density is increased, nutrient 
levels of the ysad have to be enriched by nitrogen and 
phosphorous fetiazarJoa and addftfrm of supptesnewtal 
foods. Aentioe nay becoase a necessity to satiety the 

busVJnp of SMI wastes and oxygen i oniumplam by 
other aquatic otgaanuns in the syrtem become impor
tant factors in overwhebning the system. 

la contrast to stationary ponds, dytsraic systems of 
culture can offer s •reater degree of environmental 
control. Fish can be confined in cages1' (eg., 10 ft 
long X 10 ft wide X 5 ft deep) and placed in a brae 
volume of water aach as natural lakes and streams, or 
coohag ponds or channels of coolant water. A greater 
water flow rate (increased cumber of volume changer) 
permits hejher stocking deasfcy. Food is fad at regular 
intervals. Cage culture can remit in disease problems 
when it is carried out m brge bodies of water where 
wad fern popnfatinm * & and the fish in culture 
caaamt be smutted." 

Flowing water culture is also practiced in wvahip** 
chanaufc or raceways, each of which might be 100 ft 
long X 4 ft wide X 5 ft deep in a commercial 
operation.13 Water depth and flow rates can be 
petroled. The water is utilized more efficiently sad 

productivity (yield/acre s enhanced. Fish poptietteQ 
denaity can be high. With flowing water, environs ^nu) 
control is easier than in jther systems; that is, dissolved 
oxygen is distributed more uniformly acd bkdoajcal 
oxygen demand is lower because fish wastes are flushed 
away. However, capital costs are about ten times that of 
the pond or cage culture.*4 

Current Techniques 

Catfish is commercially the most widely culttued fish 
in this country (about 54 million R> in 1970)." This is 
a warm-water species whose optimum growth iempera* 
tare is between 80 and 90*F. Seasonal culture is carried 
out lamely in Arkansas, Mittmrppi and Louisiana. 
Farm*rs usnaly ful their culture ponds in the spring, 
stock them with catfish fifigeriiagt, feed %h* S*K during 
the growing season, harvest them in the, late fsS. and 
sail them to processors who market the prepared 
product. However, this simple culture mstiiud is not 
without problems. High temperatures and low dissolved 

oxygen concentrations can result from solar heating of 
the ponds and pond stratification. Sudden algae blooms 
can increase biological oxygen demand in the pood 
system and cause oxygen depfetion. Development cost 
for such poods is about $400 to $1200/acre.~ 

Some of the newer conunerctal catfish culture proj
ects a?e >?iore sophisticated in design. Floating cages1 * 
have been placed in flowing water, or 70-?5*F 
t!Oundwater has been pumped continuously into circu
lar tanks.14 In both types of technology, yields u> to 
200,000 fc/ocre-year oi better have been re
ported.* »•'• 

A successful commercial desnoastratiou of intensrve 
aquacuhure n the Thousand Springs Trout Company m 
Buhl, Idaho.'1 This the largest farm of is kind in the 
world, supplying 10% of the US marker (4-5 numon 
l> in 1969) for rainbow trout. 1 7 Yields of 200.000-
400JOOO l> of rainbow trout per acre-year are obtained, 
and each year shipments of 1.5 mUtton ft) of dressed 
trout are made to domestic and foreign markets. The 
year-round culture is made |icieimle by a 25Oj000-gpm 
supply of coustaaMcmperatnre (60*F) springwater that 
comes from canyon wafts. One-fourth of tKas flow is 
diverted and distributed into davmels where hajh-
denaity culture is practiced. At a stocking denaity of 2 
fe/rV of water, the weight of rainbow trout supported 
is 16 ftVgpro of water flow. Nutritionaly balanced 
petletized food is fed at regular intervals, and an 
excellent feed conversion ratio of 1.5 R> of dry food fed 
per ft) of wet fish produced is normafty achieved. The 
commercial operation includes feed formulation and 
mixture, culture from the egg m the hatchery to growth 
in flowing water to a uniform marketable rise, and 
procming of the harvested fish to a frozen parkagrd 
product. The unconujnonJy fresh taste and firm meat of 
this trout are attributed to the flowing water which 
flushes awav ammonia and nitrogenous wastes. The 
average wholesale price for the product is in the middle 
to upper portion of the price range for rambou trout, 
S0J»5-l.lS/l>(i971 price). 

The technical success of this enterprise is probably 
due to the high-quality water at the culture site, 
coupled with sufficient knowledge about ?ambow trout 
biology to make mass culture possfcfe There are 
retativtly few sites with such a dependable source of 
water and only a wty few aquatic species whose 
biological characterir.fcs are known wed enough to 
permit such an intensive operation. 

A dependable market for the cultured product is 
essential to the financial success of the operation. Pwre 
have been nuKterous instances of interpriass which were 
technically successful but faded because of an inade
quate marketing arrangement.1 * 
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Some seawater species have also been cvitured on a 
seasonal basis. Raft culture of oysters and mussels has 
produced 2000-200,000 lb of product per acre of 
water surface along the shorelines of Australia. France. 
Japan, and the United States.3*4 The .nost favorable 
sites for these rafts are areas where the nutrient 
concentrations are enriched by the drainage of rivers 
and estuaries and where large volumes of moving water 
are available to carry natural food supplies to the 
mobile rafts. Although no entirely suitable food formu
la has yet been developed for oysters or muwh, the 
nutrient content of the water can be further enriched 
by the addition of nitrogen and phosphorus fertsnxers. 
Yields may be drastically reduced by predator attack 
(oyster drills and starfish) when the faculty is not 
isolated from the sea. Four years of culture are 
normaly required to produce a marketable oyster. 

The Japanese are the foremost fish cuttvrisu in the 
world. 3 , 4 Along the bay areas of Japan's Inland Sea, 
finish (yeflowtatf) is cultured m nylon net burn '.cage 
culture) supported by bamboo frames. Oyster culture is 
an cstsulhhid industry of long standing; rafts are 
floated in bay areas, and wire strings of oysters are hung 
from a lattice work on each ran. where the oysters lead 
by pumping seawater and directing the avanable 
nutrients. Shrimp culture owes much to the results of a 
30-year effort by M. Ftajhrngs to perfect metnods of 
nutoced spawning of gravid females and mass hatchery 
rearing of the larvae forms so that slaimp supplies 
would not be dtmmdent on the catch of hrveuflcs alone 
the seacoast. Experimental culture of blue crab. 
abalone,and sojukJ is also in piugntf 

Several varieties of seaweed (Nori) and algae 
(Undana) are cultared by 'he Japtness for use as a 
coadte*nt or additive to a variety of foods.'*4 Both 
grow test in seawater that is m the fang* 50-70*F. 
Monospores cultured in indoor tank*) are transferred to 
nets or strings wnpindsd on '•umboo rafts and slowed 
to grow during the late faH and early winter at shalow 
estuarine *?jees. The luwveued product is processed into 
thin dried sheets and sold in packets of 6 in. sheets. In 
1967. Nori production was 140.000 toss and Undiria 
was 67,000 tons. 

nam IJsnwaasen m A^nacufsure 

Thermal aquacuhure involves the use of heated 
jflfctuts (e.g.. pow%; plants or tliermal springs) to 
maintain optimal tcumcratures for growth and produce 
ham vtektt. Power ntnat coolant water has oulv recently 
auaajnv WB*musjaas» n> *arw»*w>e/ amaamwu vam*m**wasuwu we*te"wwju v*svjue> '•'^••••••w uw^p**»»wav>ata7 

been used for entacuhutc. A commeirtai cperatijn. the 
Long island Oysta Farms of N^rthport. long Island. 

utilizes the thermal effluent of Long Island Lighting 
Company for the early stages of oyster culture.1 * 
Normal pawing periods of four years have been 
reduced to 23 years by selective breeding, spawning, 
larvae growth, and "seeding" oysters m the hatchery. 
This avoids reliance on variable natural conditions and 
permits accelerated growth in the thermal effluent 
discharge lagoon over a period of about 4 - 6 mouths, 
when the water would oth*nrrise be too cold for 
maximum growth. Oyster culture is completed for 
market m the cold waters at the eastern end of Long 
Island Sound. The product is harvested, m Jtrswd- and 
marketed for $l5-2<Vb«shd (1971), the upper *?nd of 
the wholesale price mage. About 2G» of the oysters 
~sef in the hatchery result m « her-ested product. 

Catfish have been cultured in cages set into the 
thermal discharge <*anal of a fostiUueled psnat of the 
Texas Electric Service Company at Lake Colorado City. 
Texas." During the winter of 1969-70, growth rates 
achieved were equivalent to 2OOJ00O IVacre-year. This 
is conumrabk to the yields of rainbow trout culture m 
flouring water. The Tens operation Is now on a 

A allot wjeardi and devaloneaem nrroaaet b aenae pjvmyuf** * - * * * w a i u v j * u eawawn wnve>v7veujB#vava]BB»nwa> Bavj*fjua*r*Bjf*s nay vvwmnwnK 

conducted by Traf*e>Teaamwee Industrsts (now 
CilMajni ladustry) of NaaUiam, Tennessee, at list 
TVA steam pmtt in fTafctm, Temwast,' 1 Healed 
djarhargt water from the atent is chxuassed tmrnejb 
nine of ten concrete channels each 4 ft wst»X4ftdaap 
and SOft m length. Aljjse tbrnmtion is ndnfmtiii by 
coveriue the chmumftt and nrnventine HaotiscwntaaaaTL 
Presently, studies am being cosujucted at diftmienx 
stockmg densities, r'ntritinnaly balanced pentaiaed 
lead is fed to tbc catfish m culture. ExUapohmd yields 
of up to 2000.000 hVncre-year have been oteamad In 
several of their raceways. The couv ~y « pwanwag a 
230«haa)uet fadntv that would amain* juhured catfish 
«»^»*w/^w*Ti»nw^p»»*»*» » • » • * • » * • ^ uvwsfv> •W^PWJUVJP e*mswe*se**eiw *a>w^em*sa*e'W^m vjmewaeMavu 

to the nearby fiaahrriBe nvriropolitan ana. The ax* 
paaded faegfty would have a capacity for 604)00 fcof 
dressed catfish per week. Willi a continuous japply of 
warm water and a vartftcafly jntagrattd operation See 
that of the Tboimad Springs Trout Conumny, Trans-
Teauessec belie vis that It can ammlv the eastern •e*vwa^PBUP»w> vjpwuwe>**»w«ej uavaa** a*u vjmswe i w a v i i uuwm vjmavvavewo 

4û n**mnununen1 rfunT S l a m e_e^^_ev^^ane^£. * ^ ^ ^ * ^n) ^^rinmftm rfMt^n^na^n^aaov^aw^nM l a a n 

the* pond production coats for cattish. 
Lf**g» feed proê astion and aaastsl piocestiag cont* 

nrnardna waste beat for tarn cnfttaalioa. Ftarhfa iVwer 
^VMBwnTmuBBjk vaFea*f»awy av>eava*u v**aFv> vuanvu %nanrmnvva*n*^va**e*«* • WUFU •***«**•» m v / w * » t 

Corraotathm of St. i*imn**mia_ Rattle, hat recently 
wwv^*v**w*r** ip*« w i •»•''•• • '•••^'••w^p^P'i'^na w *̂«i«»wei*******n̂  VWJPV**' I T ^ W T ^ M 

anaou5iced a johst ftve>year msearch effbri with Rakton 
Purina Coaananv to eTttvelon a minaaetorv tnehnrvene for 
m wavjowana **»*^^BWwmvawaw wv» *u»*m** ,**^e*UF wi ejnav>ware^n*e**u**vvw u^pvjrwa****f*^niw^v> w«w» 

cufhrring shrimp at the utility's Crystal River set*-" 
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Armour aad United Fruit hate conducted a smefl 
research effort oa shrimp cutrure io cooperation with 
the University of Miami at Florida Power oad Light 
Company's Turkey Point faemty.2* 

Smaler companies alee International Sheflfbh Eater-
prises are developing methods for oyste* culture in the 
thermal disthaifes canal of Pacific Gas and Ekctric's 
plant at Humboldt Bay.*4 Marifarms, lac, of Panama 
City, FVrida. b utiizmg the warm water from the local 
power plant to maintain pond temperatures ia winter so 

Experimental lobster culture using warm water is being 
considered by a few hMkutfoas, hvpjrHag a California 
group (Saa Diego Gas aad Electric Cnamaay aad 
Itaricuktue Rewards Corporation) and the Department 
of Sea aad Shore Fisheries of the state of Maiae.'* 

The Japanese*T have led the way ia demonstrating 
the benefits of waste heat utilization for aquacuhurc. 
Shrimp, eel, ydcwtafl, seabream, aya, aad whterbh 
are bemg cultured. Cutture expeiimenu started at the 
fteaaai rower nam m ITW#. rive outer oaaaoaKrauou 
anmrnms haw beea cstafedbhed at fbasaVfueled nower 
B^v^eaaawjuwuv ^Bnnww w v̂̂ w/uw wwu™jBnBWBwunB»û *̂ ueu i v m u B r v u w a a w I F W W W S 

par fling stations, la pond culture at a powai plant» 
Matsuyaeae, shrhap are cultured ia thermal eftmeats 
Mended with aaabbut water to mamtain coattaat 
teaaaerature. Suaamer growth uader cultme coadltioas 
was \2 times the growth of aMam ia natural swauuer 
water teaaaaraturas. whale whiter erowth vase 7 times 
• » • » • » • P^^^IP^pP^PB>BPPi^aBI W | ^»^^BBPBF ^ » P B P / W ^ » •BP-^P'WW W W P^^BP V ^ P ) W 

that of shrimp ia aeabfcat timpuatan water.1* Sur-

aad as low aa 30% ia the winter mpiihniat." la 
nVrvaat water, vuaowtaal cultured in constant-
Wa . ' V W B U a n ^ B ' B P ^ ^ ^ B f W WBNF^PPBIBJPBB »»^WBJViVm» ' J ^ m BBW VJpPJPVjBHVVJBSBBHk 

apauaamtutt wafer from October to Juae grew to a 
weamt of US teases the wefcht of fhh cuHwed in 
^^^PWAUBB™ ^ ^ P • PBF VBBMBBPBF BBfBBF ^ w ^ F ^ p w p B ^ ^P^P V P B P I W B P " P # P B 1 B^BJ 

natural water. No aaortaHtv or naraaite nrohnuus wen 
uuaawwjwuav w»u»wur»» i * w Buump*wwjurp*w w « atwjuenunmw anv^Fwrnajauaj uvwow 

latounntcd** At the Toka^htura Nuclear Power 
eâ Uiaupaujpwe uwauua a vjpUp̂ Ypjpf us ewewewwaŵ Bpuvmtapa'Br W^BF a <p̂ v™avvavvjF' 'UFU'̂ unmpWF̂  

flTsflow program of dajraael aquacuhure hat just baea 
approved by the Jaaaaaas aueeiamsm.1* I T * five-year 
program is to dswlop a tacJwty roaatatiag of 3$ 
concrete cfcaaaaii of latjuau sins to deaaoastrate 
flowing water culture. Addhioaal fuadhuj for the 
program is entktpated from the utfJty compsahi 
through the Japaaeat Atoaac Industrial Forma, 

The Eaajkfc*1 knve had a sasaR ^vefoaaaeat pro
gram abase 1966 oa the culture o» flatftah species, 
plaice aad sole, at their unclear pleat ia Haatarsoa, 
Scotland. The aroMem of free chlorine toxicitv a a 
•p^Fwuuui-smuu* a> ewuv Bvwwpw/uvnwev w t v s w vjppwsvapeeBWW' un^pwamwus »WBBBF 

tuoaiad bv the uae of a coaaJauous caaortnatioa treat-
•W^B^UUUFUP W J UWUW* WJUVUF W I w* ^r«p^w»w#*^''PTPur upwipW'uawauuuapaFWu uu^awsv 

ajsjat of coolant water iaatead of the coanvjathsael 
latch tiuatamm. This resetted ia a residual of lam thaa 
^^^•^F^P^W W ^ P ^ W ^ ^ P ^ ^ P ^ ^ p v p B* P ^ P P F P ^ W w w P ^ P V ^ V BP P ̂ F^P^BP^F^BBp ^P^F VBPAB^ VBBBBB^F 

002 pern CI), lhe probttm can be further ridacid at 

the power plant uses mechamcal cteanms techniques. 
No radioactivity is allowed to ve diluted mto the 
cookaat water stream used for aquacuhure. Ahhoufh 
culture of the flatfish species has been demonstrated^ 
wide-spread culture has beea restricted by low food 
conversion efficiency aad high food costs. U«mMrahse 
fish b used as feed, aad a suitable low-cost, formulated 
food has not beea developed. Flatfish are cultured in 
flow-through ponds rear the shorehae. Smce the system 
b not isolated from theses, predatoractack aad disease 
are of concern. 

Feaaftauty Study efThiiaail Aauacuftmc 

A thorough feasfcflky study of a coaceatual design 
aad the market potential for a shraap culture facaaty 
has beea performed.'4 The study used the pubhshed 
data oa shrimp biology aad tedsaofogy to develop a 
cotneptual desam for continuous vulture ia a flounag 
stream. A cost estimate, a «at sensitMty analysb, and a 
imrlrft mnici limi for the cultured aroduct were de» 
•awaauawaw UP*W^HPP>U>UPJ^UU awn %BBHB> Bĵ BPUpjwww^n npv^p^a*^p*w> w v v w ^^BP 

wjsopad. Sophisticated chunael cultme was proponed 
(Fig. 19) is which jmiiiait shrimp, oakurad from the 
egg a a hatchery, would be raked ia a series of pens of 
iacreaamg surface area within a channel until the shrimp 
reached marketabk siifc TWdtaaad desaja(Fu> 20) b 
baaed oa a aaaeialiaad arowth curus Dubahhed bv 
BP^BB^B^^B* ^ P ^ ^ Wm B J P V P P I B B n p ^ P B i • * B ' ^ P ^ » • • • ^p^p^p w ^ F H^BJPBWBBBV^P^^P ^^W 

Uanmer aad Aadwioa.*1 This cum b drrided mto 
equal aaaaaeats to alow six aaoaths of lahirslioa tkae 
after iaaartioa of juwjaaa shtkap into the chaamaL Each 
aaa aeaa would be atmsortioaal to the area uader each 
^P^^BBP BJVB^PBB ^ » ^ P ^ 1 P ^ ^ ^ BP^P W F B ) ^ P W ' ^ P ^ WBWI^BWBBW W * WW^ BPBt^^^B BWBBP^P^P" ^^^F^F^BJ 

correspoadmg saaaaaat of the growth curve. Weight 
dcuaky would be aasaataiaad constant tlaimghiwii 
culture by aaoviag bslchei of shrimp to progressively 
lamer peas at reaumr lateralis as the shriaap mcrea JS m 
size. Shrimp would be hafuaated from tat puanst pea at 
the ead of the cultivation period. Other shrimp m 
culture would be aaoeed ibrwrnd one pea, aad ihrimf 
f»*om the lattchery would be iaaerted mto the aaadkrt 
pea at the beâ aaing of the ctBuanet Whaa a l the pern 
am tuajFitiajg. the culture system would be ia eojuaaV 
raam. and BBrvjuatsat wouM be done oa a weeaJvbaus. 
uawawam> aaawaa awaaa wŵ apaawuvik WP^WJP*?V WW> wâ jppwm BJFBJ» W> vB/̂ ĵ paaM*W VJPW^PUBP* 

With year-rouad cuMvatson M optpmsm teaaaerature, 
a shrssap ybM of 20jOOO fc/acre/year was projected. 
Tab would be four times the seasonal yields (m/acre/ 
veer) that hate been reaorted for Jaaaaam shriam 
TPJB^W m wavapw PVJBWW^ UFB^BJUW wvapBPw B̂ BBJP vv^v «•*WJUWUBBB'JBPB* afn>UBBBJUV' 

cakuM ia flowma water.* Tab b baaed oa two crous 
^B*VJBFBI^B^PVP B^V V ^ V P ^ ^ B P B J B B W W V I 4 V f M M J ^BF BfBSBP^PBW v ^ W V l ^ P ^ P B B J W S W 

par year kajtead of oae aad the doukKag of wefajul 
Jiaait) of ahrhup ia culture from 55 to 110 g/fta of 
bottom area (alaThaD are bottom dweaers), Webjai 
deaaklm up to 200 g/ft' have beta reported for the 
cadtare of bak ahrhap ia aerated teaks." 
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A detailed cost estimate was made for this integrated 
conceptual design and included feed preparation, 
shrimp <»lture from eggs and larvae in the hatcnery to 
growth to a hanrestable size in channels of flowing 
water, and processing to the frozen product. For the 
assumptions made, the calculations showed a yield of 
10 million R>/year of shrimp which at 1970 market 
levels would have a wholesale value of 55.00/R). 
Production costs were estimated to be about 80#Ib. 

The production cost was found to be most sensitive 
to feed conversion ratio and least sensitive to labor 
consideratior&; capital cosis fot site improvement were 
intermediate. Low-cost, nutritionally balanced feed is 
important to the economics of shrimp culture, because 
it constitutes more than 60% of the total operating 
cost. To date, no feed has been successfully tested for 
the mass culture of shrnr , although food formulation 
test program* are currently under way both in the 
United States and in Japan. In this country, formulated 
feed has been developed only for the mass culture of 
rainbow trout. "Hits same feed, however, has been used 
for the mass culture of ether fish. In Japan, shrimp in 

culture are fed low-value fish which give a food 
conversion of 10 m of feed to 1 lb of flesh, h is 
economically feasible to do this, because retail prices 
for live cultured shrimp command a higher price in 
Japan than in the United States.34 

for Cuttund Fab and Seafood 

The potential of thermal aquaculture is related not 
only to technical feasibility but also to markets for the 
products. There is little statistical data at present to 
indicate the extent of demand for cultured aquatic 
foods in this country, in Japan, fish is a prime source of 
protein, and the per capita fish consumption in 1967 
was 120 to/year, an order of magnitude above that in 
the United States. Aquaculture in Japan represents a 
significant tonnage and monetary value in the fisheries 
industry. In 1967, the total catch was 15.6 bilhoo to, 
with a value of nearly $2 biffion. Aquaculture products 
totaled 940 raiffion to and were valued at nearly $300 
million, about 6% of the total catch and 15% of the 
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total value. Certain cultured products can command 
luxury prices in Japan. 

As mentioned earlier, the yellowtail fish of the tuna 
family has been cultured extensively in Japan. In 1963, 
60% of the Osaka market for yettowiail was furnished 
by aqiiacuhure. By 1965, production reached 36 
million R>, but further production increases were 
threatened by a lack of natural supply of smaD fry. By 
1968, artificial propagation was successrolry developed 
so that future demands for the fry cook) be met. 3 5 

Present difficulties in providing a constant supply of 
fish have presented serious problems to the seafood 
industry hi the United States, and the scarcity of 
certain seafoods is given as the most serious problem by 
the VS. seafood industry.36 On a world basis, sfafood 
I I miMimiinn represents the fastest growing food area, 
but world sustained yields from natural sources mill be 
tirttiag for many spec* within the next few dec
ades." Culturing of fish and other seafoods would 

reduce this problem. In the United States, aquacultare 
is in its infancy. Statistical data3* show that during the 
past decade total edible fishery products have risen 
from 4.3 to 6.2 billion lb. Hie domestic catch, however, 
has remained approximately constant at 2.0 to 2.5 
billion t>, while the imported supply has increased from 
1.8 to about 3.7 billion lb. Less than 1% of the total 
supply is furnished by fish culture. 

However, statistical data provide an incentive for 
considering the culture of high-value fish species. For 
example, in the period 1950 to 1970, shrimp per capita 
consumption rose 160% from 0.8 to 2.0 lb, while total 
consumption of all seafoods remained relatively con
stant at about 10-12 R>. 3 7 ' 3* Consumption of meat, 
poultry, and fish combined rose by 40% in this same 
period.3' Although the domestic catch of ?hii*np is the 
largest in the world, imports constitute more than 50% 
of annual total supply in the United States. There is no 
import duty and no quota placed on the amount 
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imported. The National Marine Fisheries Service has 
indicated .hat shrimp consumption is less sensitive to 
price changes than is beef and pork consumption. They 
predict that the annual per capita shrimp consumption 
wili exceed 3.0 lb before 1980. They feel that the 
fraction of shrimp supply imported will have to increase 
to meet the added demand. By 1980, world shrimp 
demand will equal the world's estimated harvest poten
tial, and they feel that beyond 1980, aquaculture will 
have to supplement world supply in order to continue 
to meet world demand (Fig. 21) . 4 0 

In general it is speculated that the dollar value of 
fishery imports will rise faster than the annual tonnage 
imported, because a greater fraction will be high-value 
species.4' Domestically cultured fish products can be 
substituted for some of these imports, provided the 
operation is economically viable. 

Some food market analysts predict a growth in U.S. 
fish consumption through development of a new 
aquacultural industry based on advanced technology. 
This has occurred in the chicken broiler industry.42 For 
the 30-year period 1939 to 1969, per capita consump
tion of chicken rose from about l.S to about 3S.0 
lb/year, while per capita fish consumption remained at 
10 to 12 lb/year. In modern broiler technology, food 
conversion ratios improved from somewhat less than 5 
lb of feed per lb of flesh to about 2 lb/lb. 

2000 
OMNL-OWC TO-253 

2000 

Cultured species like catfish and rainbow trout under 
adequately controlled environments do convert nutri
tionally balanced feed to flesh as efPciently as in broiler 
production or better. For some other species Hce 
shrimp, food conversion efficiency is low because 
suitable Tood formulations have not yet been de
veloped, and only natural foods bice low-cost fish can 
be fed at this time. Food formulas are being evaluated 
now, and with other improvements including environ
mental control, a cultured product that is superior to 
the corresponding wild species could significantly alter 
the per capita consumption of fish foods in the future. 

Potentjai for Heat 

Fish culture facilities may be located at power 
sites to utilize land area surrounding the power plant. 
Power and water are available to blend water streams to 
achieve water temperature control flowing-stream 
thermal aquaculture may prmit year-round intensrve 
culture of some species, an improved product quality 
over that cultured in a pond on a seasonal basis, and a 
significant reduction in the costs of culture. 

Estimates on the growth of thermal aquaculture in 
relation to waste heat are difficult. Few demonstration 
projects are available, and yield data are scarce. One 
may gain insight into the relationship between healed 
water availability at power plant sites and the potential 
for aquaculture from the following assumptions: 

1. Water utilization. About 2000 MW of waste heat is 
generated for each 1000 MW of electricity produced. 
About 1000 million gallons per day (Mgd) of cooling 
water is required to dissipate this waste heat with a 
20° F rise in water temperature. If the average ambient 
temperature of the inlet water is assumed to be 50*F 
for the colder half of the year and 70°F for the warmer 
half, and if 70°F is the temperature tc be maintained 
for best growth, then heated effluent (at 70°F> would 
only be used for thermal aquaculture during the colder 
half of the year.* During the wanner half, ambient 
temperature water at 70°F would be used instead of the 
heated effluent at 90°F. Thus heated water would be 
used only half of the year. Even during this period the 
heat is not "consumed," and "thermal poUutfcMT is not 
reduced significantly. 

2. Fish yields. The 1000 Mgd (700,000 gpm) of 
water is distributed over 1000 acres of working water 

Fit, 21. Marker projection on future VS. shrimp 
rio«0wad*ofTduiiiu>). 

•In reality, the source of water at each 
own seasonal temperatmc cycle. Winter 
many locations reach 35°F for a few omrtfct, 
would be low during this period 

srte! 
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surface. This is abou* one-half the size of an exclusion 
area for a 1000MW(e) nuclear power plant. At a fish 
yield of 10 tons/acre-year (a pessimistic value for 
intensive culture), an annual production of 4000 tons 
or 0.02 lb of fish harvested per 1000 gal of H 2 0 could 
be realized. This is less ambitious than the production 
rate at Thousand Springs Trout Company in Buhl, 
Idaho, where 60.000 gp-v. of water is distributed over 
10 acres, and a harvest of 10T tons/acre-} ear or 0.06 lb 
of fish harvested per 1000 gal of H 2 0 is achieved. 

For a U.S. population of 200 million and a per capita 
fish consumption of 10 lb/year, the national con
sumption of fish food would be 2000 million l b . 4 3 If 
!0% of this fish consumption were supplied by thermal 
aquaculture, the equivalent of twenty-five 1000-MW(e) 
power plant installations of the type postulated would 
be required, if per capita consumption increased to that 
in Japan (100 lb/year), the number of 1000-MW(e) 
power p'ant aquaculture i istallations needed would be 
2S0. In terms of land requirements, 10,000 to 100,000 
acres would be used. 

Table 13 gives some extrapolations for the years 1970 
to 2000 based on similar assumptions as given above. 
The figures show a decrease in the fraction of heated 
effluent utilized from 14% in 1970 to 2% in 2000. 
Changes in per capita consumption or the fraction of 
demand furnished by thermal aquaculture could signif
icantly change the figures. In any case, only a small 
fraction of the waste heat available from steam power 
plants is required for aquaculture, and though aqua
culture employs the ambient temperature of the water, 
the heat is, of course, not consumed. The production of 
this ambient temperature by other means, however, 

Table 13. Thermal a*i*tac allure land tad waste fc?*t at«*L̂ itu« 

Y«tr 
Population1 

(millions) 

Fraction o* 
heated efflue.it 

for thermal 
Aquaculture3 

(%) 

Land for 
thermal 

aquaculture" 
(seres) 

1970 
1980 
i9*0 
2000 

200 
235 
270 
300 

14 
6.8 

2.1 

10.000 
11.750 
13,500 
15.000 

1 Reference: National Academy of Sciences, Reiourci and 
Afen(1969>. 

2Market assumption*: (1) per capita consumption of fish 
foods, :c lb/year; (2) 10% of demand furnished by thermal 
aquaculture. Chang?* in consumer tastes could change these 
assumptions. 

3 Assumes 20,000 lb live product/acre year. 

v;ould recuire the expenditure of very large quantities 
of energy. 

*t is, of ?ourse, extremely difficult to predict a 
market for * new technology like thermal aquaculture, 
and a thorough market analysis is required. Further, the 
impact of thermal aquaculture on waste heat utilization 
should be considered on a site-by-site basis, because 
water quality is highly variable and the ambient 
seasonal temperature of water used for cooling purposes 
is important. Conditions in one section of the country 
may not apply to other sections. Even within a region, 
the temperature and quality of waters are highly 
variable. If, for example, water temperatures are lower 
in the wintei than for the simplified case presented, 
then fish productivity would be adversely affected. 
Therefore, generalized projections on a national basis 
can be very deceptive. 

Technological Problems and Development 

The utilization of waste heat for aquaculture will have 
little effect on the amount of thermal energy to be 
dissipated. However, the waste heat can b^ used to 
increase food production. In some instances, fish 
production would result in a reduction in discharge 
temperature, since ambient temperature water would be 
blended with the warm effluent to maintain the 
optimum temperature range for fish growth. In this case 
the temperature of the return water stream would be 
reduce*. Thermal plant cycle efficiency would only be 
affected if the winter discharge cooling water tempera
ture were maintained above normal values. 

Only once-through cooMng has been studied to date. 
Aqmculture in conjunction with closed-cycle cooling 
towers has the advantage of higher available waie; 
tem^fratures but would require a feasibility study, 
oecause tower blowdown rates (which would remove 
wastes) are at leas; 20 times less than for a once-
through system. The effect of particulates and increased 
dissolved solids in the blowdown cs well au biocides 
added would have to be considered. Fish culture in the 
main recirculation stream could be s possibility, but 
fish wastes will have to be treated prior to recirculation 
to the power plant condenser. Trw adaptation would 
require further study. 

Another possibility for using warm water from a 
cooling tower system is to circulate the water through a 
heat exchange system (such as that described earlier for 
greenhouw and animal shelters) to maintain the 
temperature of a buildup which houses aquaria or fish 
culture tanks. In this enclosed concept, 4 4 already ;n the 
c'jnonstiation phase, large tanks are stacked vertically 

http://efflue.it
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on fames. Each link contains sufficient water for SOO 
one-pound fish- The water is recirculated continuously 
through the tanks to filters and aerators. The amount of 
heat required to maintain the building temperature 
depends on the building surface area, insulation and 
ciimate, but would be in the range 0-25 to 0.5 MW per 
acre of space used. 

Large-scale use of waste heat for aquaculturc would 
probably not be considered until demonstration proj
ects at existing sites indicate an economic viability. The 
projects mentioned earlier may serve this purpose. 

Since the demonstration phase may occupy several 
years, it is unlikely that larger facility. wiH be planned 
soon for plants under construction oi design. Although 
such facilities could be installed at a later time, it would 
be preferable to include the aquaculture facility in the 
original site selection and planning. 

Engineering design and evaluation are needed for 
intensive aquaculture systems. Applied research and 
development work would be necessary to complement 
engineering tests. For a given species, mass culture 
techniques can be quite different from laboratory 
experiments. Flow rates for channel culture must be 
optimized so that energy spent on physical activity is 
minimized and food energy conversion into flesh is 
maximized. Aeration systems should be evaluated. Fish 
handling devices for transferring and harvesting in a 
flowir*. system need to be considered. Fish waste 
treatment systems need to be designed and potentially 
represent a significant problem. For the near term, 
wastes might be diluted by installing relatively small 
aquaculture farms at each power station, thus holding 
waste concentrations low, consistent with water quality 
standards. Low-cost nutritionally balanced feeds must 
be made available. 

Selective breeding should be considered to produce 
species particularly amenable to intensive culture. Fish 
culturists must be able to furnish fingerlings the 
year-.ound in order to have truly continuous culture. 
Medicinal treatment methods must be available to treat 
fish diseases rapidly, particularly in intensive culture. 
Water quality must be satisfactory. 

Other technical and nontechnical problems may 
include the following: 

1. To increase the reliability of heated dischargr water, 
it may be necessary to practice aquaculture at 
multiple-unit plants. Only a fraction of the total 
volume of heated discharge water would be used for 
aquscultuie, so that in the event of an outage, a 
switch could be made from a nonoperating to an 
operating unit. 

2. Even if multiple units are available, un r̂ogrammed 
shutdowns could cut off the warm water jupply 
suddenly. Such rapid temperature changes could be 
lethal, and, at least, fish growth rates would be lower 
until the power plant resumed operation. However, 
it might be necessary to provide for rapid valving to 
an alternate operating unit or an auxiliary supply or 
to stop the water inflow so that thermal shock is 
minimized as a result of the shutdown. Systems with 
large thermal inertia would be less affected. Sudden 
temperature changes on startup could be amelio
rated also by gradual blending of heated discharge 
water with recirculated ambient water. 

3. Batch chlorination of coolant water may result in a 
residual free chlorine concentration that is toxic; 
this may be prevented by aeration to drive out the 
gas, by reverting to continuous chlorination instead 
of the conventional batch treatment, or by substi
tuting mechanical cleaning devices45 o» periodic 
thermal shock treatment of the cooling tubes of the 
condenser. 

4. Increased copper concentrations occur in the dis
charge water from power plants when condensing 
temperatures above 100°F are employed. Copper 
tends to concentrate in oysters and causes a green 
coloration. Copper may not be a problem if the 
condenser steam temperature is held below 
100°F.4* 

5. Nuclear plant thermal water used for aquaculture 
must be protected from radioactivity being dis
charged into the stream. Monitoring of activity in 
the cooling water would certainly be required. 
Fossil-fired stations would of course not have this 
requirement. 

6. Fish wastes discharged from an intensive culture 
facility may have to b<* removed by acceptable waste 
treatment methods to minimize the HOD discharged 
to receiving waters and to meet water quality 
standards. The waste treatment plan', size, design, 
and economics will have to be studied for each 
facility. 

7. Legal and regulatory restrictions such as water 
quality, water rights, and prior appropriation (regu
lations on the total amount of water ui ait in a 
power plant) may influence the viability of the idea 
in certain regions, including many western states.47 

8. Regulatory restrictions on the discharge of heated 
water may eliminate the once-iiirough approach that 
has traditionally been used in hatcheries. 
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9. Insurance costs might have to be borne by a food 
cultivator to cover damages thai might result from a 
sudden accidental release of radioactivity or chem
icals from a nuclear or fossil power plant - a 
statistically low possibility but a real one. 

Various types of integrated systems may be con
sidered. Multispecies culture systems might be con
sidered, including finfish in channels, conversion of fish 
wastes to algae, and intensive oyster culture fed on this 
algae. 

AgriciUture-aquaculture systems might be considered, 
particularly in the summertime when thermal effluent 
temperatures may be too warm for fish culture. 
Greenhouses might be used as cooling towers to extract 
heat from thermal effluents, and the discharge from 
greenhouses may be used for fish culture. This inte
grated system might permit the maximum utilization of 
waste heat for food production, and simultaneously 
incorporate aquaculture into a closed recirculating 
system instead of a once-through cooling system. 
However, fish waste treatment would be a necessary 
part of this system and may be expensive. 

Demonstration of intensive culture using a culturable 
fish species and power plant thermal effluents is 
needed, and information is needed on the degree to 
which yields are improved by wsste heat utilization in 
small pilot systems. The facility at the Gallatin Steam 
Plant should answer some of these questions for that 
specific site and species; work now being carried out by 
Long Island Oyster Farms, Inc., at Northport, New 
York, will provide additional information on oysters, 
dams, and scallops; and work in Florida, California, and 
Maine should provide information on other species. 
Additional demonstrations at other sites for other 
species, however, are still needed. Once the data are 
obtained, sufficient information will be available to 
determine the incentives for performing the engi
neering, biology, and chemistry necessary for thermal 
aquaculture on a commercial scale. 

Summary 

Thermal aquaculture is a method for using heated 
effluents productively, but it does not necessarily 
reduce the heat disposal problem of the power plant. 
Basic data show that warm-water fish growth rates 
could be increased hy a factor of 2 to 3 by controlling 
the temperature of the water medium within the range 
75-85°F. Yield potential can be optimized in flowing-
stream aquaculture, employing nutritionally balanced 
feed and oxygenation of the water. Food conversion 
efficiency also improves with temperature control. With 

technical innovations, a significant reduction ts produc
tion cost comparable to that already achieved in the 
chicken broiler industry could occur. Seafood con
sumed in this country is largely wild stock, and 
comparatively tittle cffoit has been expended to culture 
fish on an intensive basis as is done with land animals. 

Waste heat is untikety to be used in large-scale 
applications until successful demonstrations have bet 
achieved. Therefore, the short-term impact of this 
activity on power plant siting should be small Over the 
longer term, however, the possibilities for aquaculture 
should he considered during site selection. Site-oriented 
demonstration propnms are needed to provide the 
technical data that viil indicate the extent of improve
ment in quality and yield of culturable fish species 
through greater environmental control. These demon-
strjtion programs, some already in progress, will show 
r'.'.e viability of thermal aquaculture. 

Thermal aquaculture will not diminish the amount of 
waste heat to be rejected from a power plant. During 
the summer, to maintain optimum growth tempera
tures, it may be desirable or necessary to dHute the 
heated discharge water with ambient temperature 
water. To the extent that ambient temperature water 
for blending purposes is avaiable, this dilution process 
will reduce the temperature of the water discharged to 
the receiving water body. The cost of this diutiun 
would be borne by the aquaculture operator and the 
power producer. During the winter, ambient tempera
tures may not be as warm as desired, and tins will 
reduce growth. 

Unless it is removed from the culture stream effluent, 
fish waste could contribute to the poUuiroo of the 
receiving water by increasing the biological oxygen 
demand. The cost of adding a treatment plant to take 
care of fish wastes, partkulariy in the effluent of an 
intensive culture facility, should be considered and 
evaluated as part of the economics of thermal aqua
culture. 

Legal and regulatory problems enccontered in hnple-
mentin; thermal aquaculture will be discussed in the 
next section. These problems need to be resolved before 
commercial thermal aquaculture will become a reality. 
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COrVSiDERATIONS IN IMPLEMENTING 
WASTE HEAT USE 

A review of the utilization of wa«f« heat would hardly 
be complete if only technical aspects were considered. 
It is cles; from an examination of waste heat use that 
many difficulties are a ŝocia'ed with irnptementiug the 
techn**logy which already exists. The mismatch be
tween the available heat and the needs for various 
potential applications, the traditions! rc4e of utilities as 
supphers of electricity and the impact on this role of 
supplying waste heat, the arrangements required be
tween entrepreneur* interested in using heat and utili
ties inte ested in supplying heat; a!' are import Til 
considerations. Similarly, the influence on rate struc
tures for a highly regulated industry and the impact of 
increasingly restrictive environmental standards are 
additional important coucerns. 

The problems in implementing waste heat use were 
considered sufficiently important and sufficiently 
diverse that they served as the subject of a major 
portion of a National Conference on Waste Heat 
Utilization sponsored by the Electric Power Council on 
the rMranment and Md in October 1971.' The 
Conference explored many of the nontechnical impedi
ments to heat utilization, and much of the material in 
this section is drawn from information presented at that 
meeting. 

Ms*lu*skj Demand with Supply 

Modem steam power plant generating coacities are 
huge rod thus make large amounts of w^ste heat 
avwaule at the power plant. For example, a 1000-MW 
electric powev plant produces approximately 5 X 10' 3 

Btu/year of waste .leat, and since the projected uses for 
heat are often not energy intensive, c~*fr«sive facilities 
would be required to use amounts of heat comparable 
to that available from such large plants. Agricultural or 
aquaoUtural facilities for using all this heat would 
require an investment of many millions of dollars. 
Faculties capable of using large amounts of heat may in 
turn be poorly tautened to the market potential for the 
products produced. (The potential for production of 
agricultural and aquacuttural products ss indicated 
earner in this report can be a significant fraction of the 
total production from existing facilities in this 
country.) 

The incentives for waste heat use in agrk^Uure and 
aojuarulturt are aaiwiHus :o geographic^ location and 
cJbnate. In regions where extensive heating is required, 
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heating cost« may make the availability of large 
quantities of low-cost waste heat an attractive incentive. 
In warmer climates where heating costs are substantially 
less, the incentive for waste heat use is correspondingly 
reduced. In any case, the fraction of heat that can he 
realistically used when compared with the amount of 
heat nationally available is likely to be sin*!!. 

An attractive alternative for heat utilization not 
explored in this report may exist through the coupling 
of smaller heat emission sources from industrial or 
other activhlv.; with heat uses described here. Waste 
heat, for example, from a 5- or 10-MW self-contained 
generating facility or from an industrial waste heat 
sourc; might prove to more closely match the quantity 
required by potential heat usê s and may allow produc
tion to be more compatible with surrounding area 
mark its. However use of even a fraction of the waste 
heat from a generating plant improves energy utilization 
and may sur plant energy sources which would other
wise be needed for the application. A matching of waste 
heat use to waste heat available is not a requisite for 
heat utilization. 

The use of waste heat will not alleviate problems of 
thermal pollution except in specific cases. For example, 
in aquaculture, actual temperature degradations which 
occur during the utilization process are slight. Similarly, 
the substitution of greenhouses for regular CCJU.""* 
towers may result in relatively little difference of 
impact on the environment from the discharge of heat. 
Such an energy use, however, may substitute for 
another energy source which would otherwise be 
required and thereby would eliminate pollution from 
that source. 

At present, z large mismatch exists between the 
amount of heat available from steam power plants 
currently being constructed versus the reasonable 
quantity of waste heat that might be used at a given 
site. This mismatch may not impose any penalty on the 
potential user, but the ability of the utility to market 
only a small fraction of the heat produced may reduce 
the incentive for utility participation. 

Considerations in the Marketing of Heat 

Few steam electric power plants in this country 
market heat as a second product of their electrical 
power production. Yet the extensive use of waste heat 
from power plants will require the consideration of the 
steam power plants as a multienergy source producing 
both heat and electrical energy. Such a multienergy role 
for utilities, however, may initially generate problems as 
well as energy. 

There are encumbrances to utility efforts at de
veloping markets for waste heat, and these include a 
utility concern for the influence of profits from heat 
sales on the rate structures for electrical energy. This 
influence may be a function of the degree of saccess 
exhibited by the utility in marketing their waste heat 
product. Utilities question how their research expendi
tures for developing methods and apphcatiGas for heat 
utilization will be Seated m setting the rate structure 
en electrical energy sales. Unless opportunities exist for 
the utility to increase profits, there wii be a reduced 
incentive for the utility to investigate means for heat 
utilization. Rate regulatory bodies might ptoridc en
couragement to utilities to develop systems which use 
waste heat in order to keep prices of electricity down. 
There is evidence that this is occurring.4 The initiation 
of efforts for waste heat applications by potential 
extrepreneurs may provide one pathway and an in
centive for stimulating investigative programs on heat 
utilization, but the success of such project; wil require 
efforts by both the potential supplier and potential urer 
of heat. 

Under normal contract practice, utilities avoid re
sponsibility tor censumer losses because of loss of 
electrical power during unscheduled outages of the 
utility. It is almost certain that utilities would be loath 
to enter into agreements for supplying heat where loss 
of heat might reflect as a responsibility on the utmty. 
Utilities are hkely to seek agreements which preclude 
responsibility from power outages or which avoid 
increased restrictions on uttfty operations to better 
accommodate the entrepreneur in his utilization of 
waste heat.3 

The extent to which a utility may modify operations 
to accommodate the lequirements of the waste heat 
user, and indeed tiie operating relationship between the 
user and supplier of waste heat, must be carefully 
worked out. An exampk of a cooperative effort on 
waste heat utilization is illustrated by the agreenxat 
between the Ralston Purina Company and the Florida 
Power Corporation to conduct a mariculture research 
program and a commercial operation at the Crystal 
River site of the Florida Power Corporation.3 In their 
agreement, Florida Power and Purina are sharing finan
cial responsibility for research efforts necessary to the 
development of the commercial enterprise. Ralston 
?urina has almost total responsibility for securing the 
necessary local, state, and federal permits required for 
the proposed activities. Both Florida Power and Purine 
conducted extensive discussions with the state and 
federal authorities in their initial investigations of the 
feasibility of the project. Their agreement defines the 
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extent of liability for each of the corporations in the 
enterprise. Florida Power will not be required to 
modify normal operation of the power plant for the 
production of electrical power in order to satisfy the 
needs for the aquaculture facility. The aquaculture 
facility will have to adapt to the requirement * of thr 
power generating station. 

In order to ensure an active interest in the success of 
the venture, both corporations are investing in the 
research *nd construction program. The care and time 
devoted xo reaching the agreement between the parties 
involved reflect the importance attached by both 
members of the agreement to the need for a clear 
definition of their relative pn^tioss.3 The Florida 
Power-Purina venture, however, represents just one 
form of many types of arrangements that may be 
implemented. 

Numerous questions have arisen on the role of the 
utility as t marketer of heat versus its traditional roit as 
a regulated marketer of electricity. The attitude that 
regulatory agencies will adopt on the regulations re
quired and the restrictions on utility operations is not 
dear. The regulation of the utility may strongly depend 
on the application and the customer.4 A utility dealing 
with an individual customer (&g., a greenhovse opera
tor) might be free of regulations, while a utility 
nattering waste heat to a city or urban development 
amy be under close regulation. 

The influence of income from the sale of heat on the 
rate structure for the utility in the sale of electricity 
may be an issue of importance. The incentive for the 
utility in pursuing the marketing of waste heat may be 
strongly influenced by the regulatory decisions on such 
issues. Revenues, for example, from the sale of waste 
beat to a private entrepreneur might be credited against 
the cost of producing electrical power in much the same 
way that the ^le of fly ash is credited against the cost 
of ash removal systems.' On the other hand, positive 
savings may occur through a reduction of heat dissipa
tion equipment required by the utility, by marketing 
the heat to an entrepreneur who will return cooled 
water to the utility. The utility may therefore feswe an 
incentive to market the heat at very low cost or perhaps 
on a free basis in order to save capital equipment costs. 
Conceivably, the utility itself nugnt even pay certain 
costs to supply the heat to an entrepreneur, and in this 
case, such costs could be credited against the cost of 
service in cetermiiimg the rate structure.5 

I f the utility itself enters into a business, using waste 
heat, then costs associated with the enterprise, whether 
gains or tosses, would be chargeable to the enterprise 
and ultimately to the stock holders.5 

Few precedents exist which -ypify the relative rela
tionship between tte utility and the user and which give 
information on what *h? effect on rate structure might 
be. But as more srrangements such as the Florida Power 
Crystal River Project, the Long Island Lighting 
Company and Long Island Oyster Farms effort, and the 
TVA Gallatin Steam riant work come into being, 
precedents will be established on which additional 
enterprises might base their own arrangements.' •*- 7 

Generally, state utility commissions are responsible for 
setting rate structures, and the specific agreements 
reach*! by the utility on heat utilization wiH strongly 
influence how the individual state commissions treat 
the costs and revenue, associated with the project.4 A 
high degree of variability may be expected in the 
various states. 

Legal and Regumtury Prubtous 

Fundamental problems relating to the right to use 
water as well as the right to increase the temperature of 
the water must be solved in order to facilitate the 
productive use of water. Legal problems of water rights 
vary with the areas of the country under considers *ion. 
In the eastern states, water rights follow the riparian 
doctrine, with or without regulation, while the western 
states subscribe to the appropriation doctrine (Colorado 
Doctrine) or to a combination of the riparian doctrine 
and the appropriation doctrine (California Doctrine).* 

According to the riparian doctrine the owners **f 
lands bordering upon a stream have a right to the 
reasonable use of the natural flow of the stream past 
their land, with the water undiminished in quantity and 
unimpaired in quality.* Therefore, diversion of water 
for open-field agriculture, or the use of water for 
aquaculture without the treatment of wastes, may 
represent uses of waste heat that present water rights 
problems if practiced in riparian states. 

Where appropriation of water is practiced, the prob
lem may be less serious, since the right to the water 
could be purchased to provide the necessary amount of 
water for utilization of waste heat in aquaculture or 
open-field agriculture.1* In the case of aquacuHure, 
however, other restrictions such as those imposed by 
water quality standards would determine the require
ments to be met before discharging the water back into 
the stream. 

Increasingly stringent water quality standards may 
influence waste beat utilization. Limitations on the 
allowable discharge temperature into receiving water 
bodies permit only a small temperature increase above 
ambient water temperature.1' In estuaries and coastal 
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waters, for example. aMowable discharge water 
lure increases above ambient range from 1.5 to 4°F. 
depending on the time of year. Such bnatatiutt 
prechide certain operations snch as aquacudture, 
downstream coohng or dsmtmu is used, and this 
be costly and impractical On the other hand, as 
are forced to coowng tower instalations, the higher 
kss vcriabk seasonal water temperatares i 
applications more attractive. 

Under present regnhtifcms the use of warm water from 
a utility by an enueprenem concurrently transfers to 
the entrepreneur the respontmdfty for mfrting water 
quality standards. The possfesMy of piifmmlng a 

as is no • dime for 

inright into the relative value of permitting the une of 
healed discharges for productive purposes. Tms might 
be developed, for mamph. if the beat •esource use were 
comrohad bv novernasental lease. 
v ^ ^ ^ n v ^^^^^nai **M nww^»» wamw^^^^^mw ww^wnmr* 

Legal questions exist concerning the ownership of 
heated water discharged from steam power plants. Such 
questions require resolution, but answf ti may be highly 
site dependent and determined by local 
statutes. Heat discharged into canals, for < 
belong to the utility, whit heat discharged directly to a 
public stream may not. 

The problems now facing Long Island Oyster Farms 
and the Long Island UsJttusgCompuny are indicative of 
the kind of difficulties that UK, V face umspania wishing 
to use the heated eftmeats from power plants.**' * In 
the case of Long Island Oyster Farms, which has been 
using the heated effluent; of the Long Island Lighting 
Cctv^ny's Kcnhport Steam Electric Generating Plant, 
the new restrictions imposed by the New York State 
Water Quality Standards may threaten the viability of 
the project and prevent its continuation. 

When the project was begun by Long Island Oyster 
Farms in 1967, the temperature limits for the North-
port Plant restricted the maximum temperature of 
water discharged to Long Island Sound to 90°F. Since 
this maximum vas near the optimum for the growth of 
young oysters, the use of the heated vmer by Long 
Island Oyster Farms allowed them to accelerate the 
growth of oysters, allowing harvesting in 2.S years 
insteaJ of the normal 4 years. By providing more 
favorable temperature conditions during the \ to 6 
months that would otherwise be toe cold for growth, 
the heated effluent is productively used. 

In September 1970, however, the state of New York 
notified Long Island Lighting Company that when Long 
Island's Unit 3 went on line at the Northport Plant, the 
discharge from the entire plant would have to comply 

with a 
permute of l%*F. meatmen at the sartace 900 ft from 
the discharge. The only practical way to meet this 
restriction is tk-naga the use of a bottom duvJmujr 
located appwwismtrly one antt from shore If this type 
of discharge is used, it wound no longer be practical to 
noma a>tVm ^a^upmnm^^fem suMferiWafla ^mnml n>4Vn ânk ^^^^-^s^gj e _ ^ ^ _ ^ anmtMtm 
warns? H O C ^HwCmrnVHs? mnjgnPOuw* wmwB tjumww? wWrnmruf wJw? tjuW B H D u T 

to practice oyster culture with the Iseefted water * 
Piubhnu such as tms present sanations where the 

restriction* imposed on the dnenaal dwHamje of the 
power phmt may preclude the dung mttiathm of the 
heated water. Metnodi of wimnng waate hsat thtiaims 
may depend on the abtmy to nbtaje £a*ad mates 
whir stal astowiag reasonable npportimjtiw to* the 
power phmt or the eutreasmumr to dnmsar of swamd 

The concent of rnovidms water cnaakv scananrns u> 
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leaned- The issue of snirj-'ing thje true costs and 
bfUffrU of heat eatinv use m conhaactmn wish 
¥ * w w r » # ^^u amumw wpwawwnjyy WJU*U> mm ^^swaammnsarnmnrms mransanj • 

ares has not yet 

Early 
enable the ut**y >rhi ling a power phmt site to 

topography, site layout, 
hnponant for heat utafratirm Suck early 

sideratioa may facastate the wkction of a site 
patibfc with a me of waste bet*.1 * 

The appBcabslty of differing bent uses wuT be site 
sensitive. Ctoeed-cystern ngricukure, for example, may 
require extensive land areas surrotmding the power 
plant with relatively level topography, while the use of 
heated water for onen*field aamcusture leouires not 
only suitable terrain for water distribution, but a site 
where existing water law will not protribit such use. 
High cottsumptive water use may be in conflict with 
witer rights for many site unless such rights exist or 
are procured.*'1 • In regions where water is stunt, 
consumptive use may be an unacceptable impact. If 
both heat and water are mimed at a level which 
resulted in no additional problem from consumptive 
use, then the environmenta! unpad of the power plant 
supplying heat might be lessened by the utmntkm of 
that heat. 

In iising waste heat to heat and cool fwinhoumi, 
benefits accrue to the utilization of waste heat became 
it fe possmk to coot water from the power plant wtmt 
conserving water.14 Therefore, the impact of releasing 
heat to the environment is lessened while water is 
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with the we of cooling towers. Annas! shekels night 

The confide ration of the local water quality standards 
atnacabtt to the receiving water bodies any abo 
jajftatnce the location for the power ataat site. The use 
of waste heat for aouacaheif. for rinaplr. requires 
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catered, the wastes produced by the fish way leqtjire 
special ueatnen to neet standards. For other culture, 
sach as oyster culture, the pr wh— are not as great. 
SnwTurty, nil wham of waste dwpoa! frees very in
tensive agricufcurat irpffetiflfft saay require special 
iiratncn plants hi order to sneet water qnahty or other 
standards. The probleai of waste handling from the 
concentration of lane nainbcu of annus requires 
aawaaj uniidfiation Without the sotting of this 
ptrdjnn, the ase of waste heat n shehers with high 
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itna than those of waging the heat. The miabiHy of 
lame nianifhi of heat, however, nay tacntate neans 
for treating animal wastes at sack instanations. 

it is aa the aatnre of the nee operations that intensive 
activities utng rebuvery large quantities of heat may be 
required for econonk viabiity. But these sane inten
sive activities nay create a high potential source for 
poflutkm. For each case where the ntnzation of waste 
heat is anticipated, there wifl be a need to evaluate the 
mi an annual nobkin assockted with the use of 
wat*e heat at that location to determine whether the 
total benefits of using the waste heat exceed the total 
costs. 

Health and safety consaierations will arise particularly 
with respect to products using the effluent from nuclear 
pcwer plants. For example, it is proposed that cooling 
mater circulated through the condensers of a nuclear 
power plant be pumped through evaporative cooling 
pads in greenhouses located in the exclusion area of the 
nuclear pumt. There must be assurance that products 
wil be free of any radioactive contamination from the 
power plant. Monitoring systems may be required to 
entire that safety considerations are adequately met. 
Queaiioos of public attitude on plant and animal 
products produced in facilities adjacent to power plants 
witt arise. Designs and operation for such systems will 
nave to Include procedures to be followed in the event 
of oowlamination of the cooling water. 

Secause of the costs of distribution systems and the 
ha that the temperature of waste heat is already low 
(~100*F), heat must be used as near the heat source as 
ponMe. The importance of plant site location for 

a1ow4enperature' heat w*<seelMrodwctioa) has been 
studied extensively for urban uses, and many of the 
sane cowritWatkun are apphiahk for waste tempera-
ture heat use.1 * Only a few studies have ninaard the 
prwhhnt with exi^vve heat use facsnties located at 
the power plant sue.'* 

It is piaiiili that the adoptions! reqtureneuts im
posed by the comidf ration of waste heat use nay nake 
the site <ebcttjn process even note difficult. For 
example, the additional conaferatioa to locate sites 
near product markets, if prtiinr, to facawate the 
distribution of yrodwos would narrow the choice of 
iiiimir uses. On the other hand, the avaaabnuy of 
lane laasntiiif i of low-grade heat nay provide an 
incentive for locating a power plant in certain areas. It 
teens —ssYrty, however, that in the drwhunwinal 
phase of waste heat atjhzation, significant weight wtl 
be given to heat at notation hi the location of a power 
plant site. To date, consideration of heat use has been 
given only after site location have been selected and 
often after actual construction ot plants are under way. 

Over the longer tern it is Bsefy that effective use of 
waste heat from power plants wal require careful 
advanced planning during the site selection process, 
with partKapation of both the ttany and the waste heat 
user, so that locations optimum for both electrical 
production and heat energy use are selected. 
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